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Oiapter l

OVERVIEW

At the time of the last semiannual report , we had just started ex—

periments at SSRP to study metal overlayers on the (110) cleavage faces

• of GaAs , GaSb , and InP. Since then , we have completed our first set of

measurements which cons isted of work on both the 8° (9 < hv < 30 eV) and

4 ° (30 < hv < 600 eV) lines at SSRP. In this work, we concentrated on

studying Au on Ga and the (110) cleavage faces of GaAs , InP, and GaSb ,

as well as studying In on InP (110). We will not discuss our work on

In-Au alloys since it was covered in our last Quarterly Report. We have

analyzed the data dealing with Au on GaSb, and it is presented in Appen-

dix A.
‘—~~~~~~~Activities during this period included the following . (1) We fin-

ished assembling and used our new vacuum system in a number of experi—

ments . This system gives us the capability of doing photoemission ,

Auger spectroscopy , and LEED on a sample that can be prepared by cleav-

ing , heat cleaning , or ion bombardment and annealing . We also have

evaporators (gold and cesium) in the system (see section on future plans

for planned additions to this system). (2) We started developing the

software for our new computer system . This work is progressing quite

well. (3) We continued our work on developing the capability of heat

cleaning GaAs surfaces (eee— epee,---.W.L
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thapter II

ANALYZED WORK

The metal—overlayer work proved to be quite exciting so that we

have put a major part of our effort into quickly analyzing this data .

The first result of this work has been a short paper emphasizing gold
on GaSb (110) and GaAs (110) (see next section) .

In our previous reports, we have emphasized the fact that the GaAs

(110) surface is very strained and tha t rearrangements of the surface

lattice could take place as the result of very small amounts of contam—

inants . We have now finished a paper where we compare the photoemission

results for 16 cleaves from a total of four different samples . We cor—

related the results of photoemission , band bending , and partial yield

measurements and tied them in with recent theoretical calculations of

the valence band electronic structure for the relaxed and ideal surface .

2
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Chapter III

SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS

As mentioned in the previous chapters, our metal overlayer studies

have proved to be quite exciting . In Appendix A , we present the first

analysis of our data for gold on GaSb, GaAs , and InP with an emphasis

on trying to understand the different Fermi—level pinning behavior seen

in the Au-GaSb system compared to Au-GaAs on Au-InP. Gold pins the

Fermi level of GaSb at the valence band maximum (VBM) and at about mid-
gap for InP or GaAs . There have been some recent theoretical studies

postulating tha t metal—induced extrinsic states are responsible for the
pinning . However , these studies have assumed an ideal semiconductor—

metal interface and have not given deep insights into how these states
are induced .

In our work , we monitored the core levels and valence band s as gold
was evaporated onto the surface of the sample . As mentioned in previous
reports , the escape depth of the photoemitted electrons is very short.

Therefore , we are able to monitor the composition of the interface layer
at the same time as the Schottky barrier is being formed . Experimentally,
we find that , as a gold layer is built up on the GaSb (110) surfa ce , the

emission from the Ga—3d level drops in proportion to the increase in

emission from the Au—4f levels until the Ga emission completely disap-

pears . The Sb emission , on the other hand , drops to about 0.6 of what

it was on the clean surface and then remains almost constant , even for

gold fi lms thicker than (roughly) 50 A. In the case of GaAs or InP ,
the emissi~~i f rom both the column III  and column V elements drops si—

multaneously until a constant value is reached again for thick films of

gold . Therefore , we have found that the GaSb surface dissociates upon
add ition of Au , resulting in a film of Sb that “floats” on the Au and a
nonstoichiometric interface consisting of an excess of Ga. The excess

Ga atoms create a large number of accepto~r states which make the inter-

face region p-type and pin the Fermi level at the valence band maximum .

The InP and GaAs surfaces also dissociate upon addition of Au. However ,
since both the anion and cation come off  together , possibly as a dimer ,
the resulting interface does not experience a large departure from
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stoichiometric . These results will have a very significant impact on

future theoretical considerations since now the nonstoichiometry of the

Au—GaSb interface must be included . There are also implications in de-

vice tailoring : Now that we know the composition of the interfa ce , it

may be possible to alter this composition , for example , by heat ing or

adding reactive materials to remove the pinning states and thus possibly

to alter the barrier characteristics .

• By studying the valence band s of GaAs in a photon energy region

where direct transitions are still important (i .e . ,  — 2 l eV) , we studied

the effects of strain on the cleaved GaAs (110) surface and related

this to possible rearrangements of the surface . As mentioned in thapter

• II , recent theoretical calculations have shown that the valence band

electronic structure at the surface is strongly affected by the surface

lattice . Therefore , by looking for changes in the valence band as a

function of cleavage or of oxygen coverage , it may be possible eventu-

a l ly  to correlate these changes with changes in the rearrangements of

the surface atoms . By corre lat ing the photoemission results with band

bending and partial—yield spectroscopy measurements from a large number
of samples , we found that Fermi-level pinning at midgap of n-type GaAs

(110) is caused by extrinsic states . The exact nature of these states

is not yet clear , but the surfaces with Fermi—level pinning were strained
as ev idenced by a smeared valence—band emission . This smearing was re-
moved by as little as one oxygen atom per ~~~ to 10~ surface atoms . This

implies that the oxygen has very long-range effects In causing spontane-

ous but small rearrangement of the surface lattice and removing surface

strains . When about 5% of a monolayer of oxygen is adsorbed , a major

change in the electronic structure takes place . Again , the oxygen cov-

erage is very small , which suggests long range effects now leading to a

fa irly large rearrangement of the surface lattice . Ferthermore , by corn-

paring the oxygen-induced emission from exposures greater than b0~ 102
with the spectra from gas—phase ‘photoemission measurements on molecular

oxygen , we propose that the oxygen is chemisorbed as a molecule on the

(110) surface of GaAs .

Final ly ,  in Appendix C, we present a detailed analysis of all our

chemical shift results on the oxidation of GaAs , GaSb , and InP . Some

4 
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of the data have been presented in previous reports , but here we tie all

our previous results together and give a ligand shift analysis for the

observed chemica l shifts .

When the cleaved GaAs (110) surface is exposed to molecular oxygen

4 in the ground state , chemisorption onto only arsenic atoms results . No

back bonds are broken even for large exposures • Room temperature oxida-

tion of the surfa ce can be induced by exciting the oxygen , e.g., by an

ionization gauge . The adsorption of excited oxygen is ini t ia l ly  the same
as for unexcited , except 500 times faster. However, after >20% of a

monolayer has been adsorbed , further exposure to excited oxygen causes

back bonds to be broken ; A52O5
/A5O2 and Ga2O3 are formed . Larger doses

of excited oxygen result in the formation of thicker oxides composed

H primarily of Ga203 with small amounts of elemental As (or As bound to

only one Ga) and As2O3, most of which has sublimed from the surface. No

As2O5/As02 Is seen in the thicker oxide because there is a deficiency of

oxygen and any partially oxidized Ga present will reduce the arsenic ox-

ides . The escape depth for GaAs (110) was measured for electron kinetic

energies between 20 and 200 eV. This range includes the minimum in the

escape depth which is about 6 A at 60 eV. No chemical shift in the core
levels between the atoms on the surface and in the bulk was observed.

GaSb (110) and InP (110) surfaces were also studied . InP behaves like

GaAs , whereas the GaSb is oxidized immediately even when exposed to only

unexcited oxygen. The oxygen uptake curves for GaSb and GaAs were corn—

pared and found to be quite different , with a sticking coefficient at

zero coverage , of 2 x ~~~ for GaSb and 8 x 10~~~ for GaAs

.5
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY OF MOST RECENT RESULTS

Our results on metal overlayers belong in this section , but they

have already been described in the previous section and in Appendix A ,

so we will concentrate on our other work here .

As mentioned in chapter I, we have assembled our new vacuum system

and have tested it. In particular , we have done some preliminary work

• with the LEED apparatus in collaboration with Professor P. Mark , show-

ing that the lattice rearrangement is similar for cleaved and ion sput—

tered—annealed GaAs . We are presently determining its applicability to

our metal overlayer stud ies as described in chapter V.

Our work on preparing GaAs surfaces by heat cleaning alone and by

argon—ion bombardment and annealing has progressed to the stage where

we can reproducibly obtain clean surfaces . We are now concentrating on

trying to determine which cleaning procedures give the highest quality

surfaces . At present , the qual ity of the surface is gauged by looking
at the sharpness and relative amplitudes of the peaks in the energy dis-

tribution curves (EDC’s) using by -
~ 10 eV. In the discussion that fol-

lows , we will summarize our results on both tho heat cleaning and ion

bombardment and annealing of the (110) and (111) surfaces of GaAs .

We found , as expected , that heat cleaning alone does not remove the

carbon contamination which was present on the crystal before it was put

into the vacuum system . However , atmospheric oxides are removed from the

(110) surf ace by heat ing to 550°C and from the (111) surface by heating

to 600 °C. Subsequent heating at lower tempera tures seems to improve the

sur faces , possibly by annealing surface strains and defects more com-

pletely. Therefore, heat cleaning can be used if suitable chemical etch—

ings and/or other preparations are found that can minimize the amount of

carbon that is left on the surface .

If carbon is present on the surface , ion bombardment must be used

to remove it. However , the straightforward procedure of ion bombardment

at a fixed ion energy followed by annealing results in EDC’s that are

smeared out, indicating that the surface is not perfect . One procedure

that does work is an ion bombardment in which the ion energy is gradually

6
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reduced from about 700 eV to under 200 eV followed by immed iate annealing

or by exposing to oxygen and then annealing . The reason this procedure

works can be explained as follows . First , the high energy ion bombard—

ment removes the carbon and oxygen but damages the surface . The subse-

quent ion bombardments at lower energy remove the previous damage while

introducing less damage of their own . The damage caused by the final

• bombardment can then be removed simply by annealing . Ion bombardment

may result in an arsenic—rich surface . Therefore, expos ing the surface

to oxygen before annealing may facilitate the final cleaning since ox-

ides of arsenic are more voltaile than arsenic , gallium , or gallium ox-

ide . This may allow any excess arsenic on the surface to easily come

off  as As 203 .

We have also found that argon tends to implant itself in the sample
and annea l ing temperatures are too low to drive it off . (Raising the

temperature would simply serve to dissociate the crystal.) This effect

may be minimized by ion bombarding at a small angle to the surface and

by heating the sample during bombardment to decrease any ion—channeling

effects . In addition , ion bombardment at shallow angles should help to
insure that any damage will be confined to the topmost surface layers .

a
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chapter V

FUTURE PlANS

Our future plans are quite extensive , and we will list here the

major projects we hope to undertake in the next six months . As men-

tioned above , we now have the capability of performing LEED. We hope

to apply this technique to our study of metal overlayers (including Al ,

Au , and Cs) on GaAs , GaSb , and ~nP in order to observe possible changes

in the surface structure taking place due to adsorption of the me ta l .

We will also calibrate the coverage using Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES). We are quite concerned about the effects of the electron beams

on the surface . consequently, we will monitor any possible electron

• beam effects by looking for changes in the top 5 eV of the valence bands

using hv = 21 eV.

We will perform experiments similar to the ones described above in

studying the oxidation of GaAs except that the oxygen adsorptions will

be done as a function of temperature . This may enable us to discern any

adsorption of oxygen onto surface Ga atoms and will also allow us to

study annealing effects . If oxygen is adsorbed onto the surface Ga at-

oms , we expect the bonding to be weak , possibly enabling remova l of ox-

ygen from the Ga by gentle heating . Our end object is to develop passi-

vation techniques .

We will also reinvestigate the valence bands of oxygen—covered GaAs .

We have found that unexcited oxygen gives rise to three peaks in the va-

lence band emiss ion , as pointed out in Appendix B. We will study these

peaks as a function of photon energy, from 15 to 40 eV , to t ry  to deter-

mine whether the adsorbed oxygen is atomic or molecular .

In our future work on the heat—cleaned surfaces , we will try to

characterize the quality of the surfaces in more detail. We will apply

some of the techniques described in Appendix B (employing 21.2 eV radia-

t ion) to determine the nature of any possible strains on these surfaces .

• In addition , we will use LEED as an independent check of the surface per—

fection and AES to determine the surface stoichiometry . As soon as we

are satisfied with this work , we will perform experiments at SSRP on

these surfaces at hv-~100 eV to further study the chemistry of the sur-

face layers .
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Appendix A

EVIDENCE FOR A NEW TYPE OF
METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERACTION ON GaSb*

.
~t

P. W. chye , I. Lindau , P. Pianetta ,
C. M. Garner , and W. E .  Spicer

Stanford Electronics Laboratories
Stanford University

• 
Stanford , California 94305

Abstract

The formation of Au—semiconductor Schottky barriers is studied using

soft x—ray photoemission spectroscopy . The Au —GaSb interface is highly

nonstoichiometric due to selective removal of Sb. This nonstoichiometry

F results in acceptor—like states which pin the Fermi level at the inter-

face and determine the Schottky barrier height.

*
Work supported by the Office of Naval Research contract No. N00014-75-
C-0289 ; by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of
Defense monitored by Night Vision Laboratory, U.S .  Army Electronics
command under contract No. DAAKO2—74-C—OO69; by the National Science
Foundation contract No. DMR 73—07692 A02 in cooperation with the Stan-
ford Linear Accelerator Center and the U . S .  Energy Research and Devel-
opment Administration.
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Metal-semiconductor interfaces have been stud ied extensively both

theoretically and experimentally. However , well establ ished fundamental

knowledge is still lacking , although certain empirical rules , e.g. the

• 1 “two—third s rule” of Mead and Spitzer ,
1 or the more recent column V rule

of Mccaldin et al
2 
have been suggested over the years. While these em-

pirical rules have been useful, they offer little deep insight into the

physics of the interface . Why ,  for example , is the Fermi level (E
f
)

pinned by metals at the valence band maximum (VBM) on GaSb and above

midgap on InP? What causes the pinning? Recent stud ies
3 led to general

agreement that metal induced extrinsic states are responsible for the

pinning ; however , there is st ill insuff icient understanding of how these

states are induced . Andrews and Phillips
4 

have classified metal—nonmeta l

interfaces into four broad categories . In this paper , we present evi-

dence for a new type of metal—semiconductor interaction not previously

considered , and show , for the f irst time , how this interaction produces

the pinning states on GaSb . The interaction is different in nature on

InP and GaAs as are the pinning positions.

The experimental technique used was soft x—ra y photoemiss ion spec—

troscopy, using synchrotron radiation from the SPEAR storage ring at S’aiC

as the light source. The radiation was tuned by a monochroinator such

that the emerging photoelectrons have very short escape depths . Fbrma-

tion of the Schottky barrier was by repeated evaporation from a Au bead

in ultrahigh vacuum (< l0~~ ° torr)  onto a freshly cleaved (110) surface .

Energy distribution curves (EDC’s) were recorded after each evaporation

using a double pass cyl indrical mirror analyzer with a resolution of 0.3

eV. In this manner , the formation of the Schottky barrier was monitored

as the Au layer was built up. For the first evaporations , the samples

10
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were rotated rapidly through the evaporated Au stream . Evaporation

times and currents were gradually increased so that by the last evapora-

tions the samples were exposed to the evaporator for —20 to 30 seconds .

However , heating of the sample surfaces is expected to be small  as rela-

tively low evaporator currents were used . At this point , the crystal

surfaces appear golden .

Figure 1 shows a set of EDC ’s of n—GaSb at hv = 120 eV , with Ef

taken as the reference level. The photoelectrons originating from the

• Ga—3d and Sb—4d core levels have kinetic energies that lie within the

broad minimum in the escape depth ,
5 so the probing depths for Ga and Sb

should be close , i.e., within the last two molecular layers . The strik-

ing thing in Fig. 1 is that the Ga—3d emission decreases until it disap-

pears altogether while the Sb—4d emission remains strong as increasing

amounts of Au are deposited . Near saturation , the Sb em ission has

-

• dropped to roughly two—thirds that of the cleaved surface and remains

at that level. This may be contrasted with Fig. 2, where EDC’s for Au-

covered InP ’s are shown . The lead ing part of the EDC is taken at hv =

120 eV while the back portion (P—2p) is taken at hv = 165 eV. Both In

and P emission decrease together as Au coverage is Increased to a small

fraction of the original amplitude . The simultaneous reduction of Ga

and As emission is also observed on GaAs .

What the above suggests is the following : in GaSb , on Au deposi-

tion Sb breaks apart from the crystal and moves to the surface of the Au

layer , leaving behind a highly nonstoichionietric interface rich in Ga.

At saturation , the emission from the Sb suggests a layer “float ing” on

top of the Au. Thus, one observes almost constant Sb emission at a some—

what reduced level . Explanation of this data in terms of “clumping” of

11
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Au to form islands is implausible since that would not lead to preferen-

tial decrease in Ga emission . In contrast , in InP or GaAs , there is no

such strong preferential removal of one member of the 3-5 compound . How-

ever , neither core peak disappears after large Au deposition as does the

Ga peak in GaSb . This suggests that both components may come to the

surface in this case. Further work is called for here .

Based on the above, we propose the following model of Au Scbottky

barrier formation on GaSb . As Au is deposited on the GaSb surface , the

Sb segregates out to the surface leaving behind an excess of Ga at the

• interface. The excess Ga creates a large number of acceptor—like states
6

which makes the interface region p-type and pins E
f 

at the VBM . Where-

as , there is no similar preferential removal of one element in InP and

GaAs. E
f 

therefore is not pinned at the VBM in these materials . The

mechanism for E
f 

pinning in InP and GaAs is probably different and may,

for example , be surface rearrangement or relaxation. In GaSb , it is

known that the highly electropositive Cs pins Ef 
at the VBM as well .

Thus , pinning Ef through the mechanism of creating a nonstoichiometric

interface in GaSb is probabl y not specific to a single metal. The highly

electronegative Au and the h ighly electropositive Cs7 produce the same

pinning position on GaSb——the metal used is irrelevant as long as it can

selectively remove the Sb.

We have , in this letter , presented evidence for a new type of metal-

semiconductor interaction . Au interacts strongly with GaSb, but not in

the sense of strong chemical bonding which would give rise to large chem-

ical shifts. Rather , it selectively removes the Sb atoms from the inter-

face and creates a highly nonstoichiometric interface region ‘tich be-

comes p—like to pin E
f 

at the ‘IBM. Theoretical calculationb of the

1.2
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• electronic structure of the Au-GaSb interface must then take this non-

stoichiometry into account . There are also implications in device

“tailoring .” For example , by using an alloy overlayer , one component

4 of which reacts with the Ga to remove the pinning states , different

barrier characteristics might be obtained , e.g. Sb may be evaporated

• with or before the Au. Another possibility is simultaneous oxidation

to form Ga oxides. Heating of the interface may also alter the elec-

trical characteristics by removing Ga from the interface through diffu-

sion. It is clear that more work needs to be done to completely under-

stand the many different metal—semiconductor Interfaces .

Acknowledgment
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Figure Captions

1. EDC’s for GaSb as Au is deposited. Note the strong emission from

the Sb-4d even when the Ga—3d emission has disappeared.

2. EDC’s for InP. Unlike GaSb, emission from both In and P decreases

initially as Au is deposited . However , the emission does not corn—

pletely disappear even for relatively thick Au layers as does the

Ga emission in Fig . 1.
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Appendix B

VALENCE BAND STUDIES OF CLEAN AND
OXYGEN EXPOSED GaAs (110) SURFACES*

P. Pianetta , I. Lindau , P. E.Gregory,**
C. M. Garner , and W. E. Spicer
Stanford Electronics Laboratories

and
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project

• Stanford University
Stanford , California 94305

Abstract

We found , by correlating band bending , ultraviolet photoemission

spectroscopy , and partial yield spectroscopy measurements , that Fermi

level pinning at midgap of n—type GaAs (110) is caused by extrinsic

• states. The exact nature of these states is not yet clear , but the
surfaces with Fermi level pinning were strained as evidenced by a smeared

valence band emission . This smearing was removed by as little as one

oxygen per l0~ to 1O5 surface atoms . This implies that the oxygen has

very long range effects in causing spontaneous but small rearrangement

of the surface lattice and removing surface strains. When about 5% of

a monolayer of oxygen is adsorbed , a major change in the electronic

structure takes place. Again, the oxygen coverage is very small , which

suggests long range effects now leading to a fairly large rearrangement

of the surface lattice. Finally, from comparing the oxygen induced

emission for exposures greater than ~~~ L02 ,  with the spectra from gas

phase photoemission measurements on molecular oxygen , we suggest that
the oxygen is chemisorbed as a molecule on the (110) surface of GaAs .

*Work supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Depart-
ment of Defense monitored by Night Vision Laboratory, U.S. Army Elec-
tronics Command under Contract No. DAAK 02-74-C—0069; by the Office f
Naval Research contract No. N00014-75-C-O289 ; by the National Science
Foundation Contract No. DMR 73—07692 AO2 in cooperation with the Stan-
ford Linear Accelerator Center and the U.S. Energy Research and Devel-
opment Administration .

**Present address: Varian Associates , Palo Alto , California.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The atomic structure of the GaAs (110) surface has been the object of

numerous theoretical and experimental studies. LEED measurements’ as well

as theoretical predictions
2 
have suggested that the GaAs (110) surface re—

arranges with the surface arsenic atoms moving out and the surface gallium

atoms in. The exact values of these displacements are still under investi-

gation. It is not clear how useful LEED is in detecting small changes in

the surface rearrangement due to defects or oxygen adsorption. Recent

calculations have shown that the valence band electronic structure of

GaAs (110) surfaces depends markedly on the surface rearrangement.3’4 It

is difficult, at this point, to correlate differences in the experimentally

determined valence band electronic structures to actual lattice distortions

since the calculations that have been performed consider only the extreme

cases of the fully relaxed and ideal surfaces. Small displacements from

these two extremes have not yet been considered. Consequently, we will

not attempt detailed comparisons with calculated surface densities of

states; instead, we will concentrate on looking at the differences in the

surface valence band electronic structures as determined by photoemission,

between a large number of samples as well as the effects of exposure to

4oxygen.

The valence band of GaAs consists of four bands extending approximately

14 eV below the valence band maximum (VBM).6 The lowest lying band (giving

a peak 9 to 14 eV below the VBM) is primarily s—like and associated with the

arsenic.
7’8 The next band (giving a peak centered 6.75 eV below the VBM) is

composed of s—like states around the gallium and p—like states around the

19 
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arsenic. ‘ The remaining two bands (giving the structure for the first

5 eV below the VBM and containing at least four peaks) are completely p-

like around the arsenic.7’8 The structures associated with these bands

can be seen in Figs. 1—4 where we show energy distribution curves (EDC ’s)

for the cleaved GaAs (110) surface taken at 21 eV (see below for detailed

discussion of these spectra; here, we will just use them as examples of

the general GaAs valence band structure). All the peaks are easily seen

except for the one 9 — 14 eV below the ‘/BM, both because it is masked by

the scattering tail and because the cross—section for this peak (s—like)

• is less than that of the p—like peaks at this photon energy. We should

also note that the band structure of GaAs has a large number of critical

points in the upper 5 eV of the valence band compared to the region 5 — 14

eV below the VBM.
9’1° The critical points should be the part of the band

structure that is the most sensitive to any changes in the surface lattice

structure. Thus, we should expect the most significant changes to occur

in the upper 5 eV of the EDC’s. The calculations of Ref s. 3 and 4 show

that the top 5 eV of the valence band do indeed show the most changes due

to a rearrangement of the surface.

Another very sensitive technique which can be used to characterize

semiconductor surfaces is the measurement of bard bending. ’12’13 The

presence of band bending is seen as a difference in the position of the

Fermi level at the surface with respect to that in the bulk which is de-

termined by the doping. For GaAs (110), It has been recently shown from

contact potential difference
13 

measurements and photoemission
4’14 that

the bands are flat all the way up to the surface within the experimental
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T
uncerta inty. This iiieans that  for p—type GaAs (110) the Fermi level is

at the VBM , while for n—type it is at the conduction band minimum (CBM).

In earlier work,~~~’
12 

however , Fermi level pinning was detected In

t
n—type GaAs (110). This pinning was attributed to the existence of an

empty band of intrinsic surface states in the middle of the gap.~~ These

results were reinforced by partial yield measurements showing strong

transit ions from the Ga—3d levels to states which seemed to be located

in the middle of the gap (the partial yield results have since b:en re— I -
interpreted to be consistent with the absence of band bending).

The presence or absence of intrinsic states in the gap has impor— J
tant Implications bearing on surface band structure ca!culations. For

example , calculations based on the ideal surface result in an empty band

of surface states in the gap ,
7 
whereas, those based on the rearranged

surface give an empty band of surface states whose center of gravity is

in the conduction band .3 Therefore , it is important to clarify some of

the present confusion as to the origin of the states that cause the Fermi

level, pinning in n-type GaAs (110). Some workers have assumed the pin-

ning observed In the earlier work was always caused by surface roughness

which was the result of bad cleaves.13’14 ’17 However, some of our previ-

ous work has shown that pinning is observed in macroscopically good

cleaves as well.
4’18 Thus, the Fermi level pinning could also be caused

by states which are the result of surface strain or other microscopic

defects in the crystal.

• In order to investigate more systematically the possible relation—

ship between the Fermi level pinning on clean n—type GaAs (110) wIth
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surface defects or strains as well as the nature of the states causing

the pinning (i.e., whether they are actually intrinsic or extrinsic),

we performed a series of experiments where we studied photoemission and

partial yield spectroscopy measurements from four different samples

(16 total cleaves). We concentrated on the valence band electronic

structure, particularly the top 5 eV, and correlated the changes in

this structure with both the Fermi level pinning and partial yeild for -

the clean and oxygen exposed surfaces.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Apparatus and Procedure

The experimental apparatus has been described in deta il

elsewhere,5and only details which are pertinent to this experiment will

be described below.

We studied four separate samples from two suppliers . Three of

the samples came from laser Diode Corporation (LD) . These will  be des-

igna ted samples LD1 , LD2 , and L.D3. LD1 and LD2 were cut from the same

boule . The third came from MCP Electronics in England (MCP). The sam-

ples were 5 mm x 5 mm x 12 mm with the (110) axis along the long dimen-

• sion. All samples were n—type and had the following doping : LDl and

LD2, Te doped with n = 0.5 x 10
18 

cm
3
; LD3, Te doped with n = 3.5 x

1017 cm 3; and, MCP, Te doped with n = 1.7 x 10
18 

cm 3
. The MCP sample

was the same sample used by Gregory and Spicer in th~~r earlier work.
11

The sample chamber consists of a stainless steel UHV bell jar,

base pressure <1 x 10—10 Torr. The pumping system is a 240 L/sec ion
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pump p lus t i t an ium cryopump w i t h  a poppet valve for  sealing the pump

from the main chamber . The samples are mounted in a carousel being

held at one end with a metal clamp which exerts a minimum amount of

pressure on them. Four cleaves, each 2 mis thick, can be taken from

each sample. The samples are cleaved by carefully squeezing them

between an annealed copper anvil and a tungsten carbide blade. A

cleave is judged to be “good” if It has a shiny, mirror—like surface.

We have since performed preliminary optical measurements and found

that the cleaves appear comparable to the “good” cleaves of Huijser

and Van Laar in terms of step density.

All cleaves were performed at pressures < 1 x l0 10 
Torr, and

no hot filament or ionization gauges were used during the measurements

or oxygen exposures except as specifically noted . Gas exposures were

performed by admitting research grade oxygen into the vacuum system

through a bakeable leak valve . For large exposures , an auxiliary pump—

— 8
ing system was used to return the main chamber to pressures below ‘. 10

• Torr5. Binding energies were measured with respect to the VEM and the

position of the Fermi level with respect to the VBM was determined by

referencing to the Fermi level of a gold film evaporated in situ on a

substrate in electrical contact with the sample.19

Synchrotron radiation in the range 9 to 30 eV from the ~~~~~~~ line

at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project
5 was used in this work.

The radiation is first monochromated by a Seya—Namioka monochromator

and then enters the chamber through a bakeable straight through valve.

The energy of the photoemitted electrons is then determined by a double

pass cylindrical mirror analyzer operated in the retarding mode. This

mode insures a constant resolution which is equal to 0.67 of the electron

pass energy. In these measurements, we used a pass energy of 25 eV,
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giving an e1c~ctron energy resolution of 0.15 eV. Counting rates over

2 x ~~~ C/sec in the GaAs valence band at by 20 eV were typical. H

B. Results

In Figs. 1—4, we show EDC’s taken at 21 eV (20 eV in Fig. 4)

for several cleaves from each of samples LD1, LD2, LD3, and MCP. We

will designate successive cleaves from a given sample as cleaves A, B,

C, etc., and we will refer to cleave A from sample LD1 as “sample LD1A;”

similarly, cleave A from sample MCP is “sample MCPA,” and so on. The

Fermi level at the surface is marked on each curve. The horizontal

scale gives the energy below the VBM. The position of the Fermi. level

relative to the valence band maximum as well as to the peak at a binding

energy of 6.75 eV is plotted in Fig . 5. (This figure will be discussed

below.)

In Table I, we give a summary of the samples that were stud-

ied . This table includes the figure numbers where the spectra for the

various samples are located , an indication as to the sharpness of the

spectral features in the top 5 eV of the valence band for each sample

and a classification of each sample based on the band bending .

The first thing we should notice from Figs. 1—4 is that the

peak locations are constant from sample to sample and cleave to cleave .

Relative peak heights , on the other hand , vary considerably. As an ex—

treme example , compare sample LD1C , i.e., sample Wi, cleave C (Fig. 1)

with samples MCPA & B (Fig. 4). In Sample LD1C, there is a large peak

1.75 eV below the VBM , whereas it is relatively small on MCPA . There is ,

however, better agreement in the shape of the valence band structure
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when samples fron~ the snme boule are compared . For example , all cleaves

front the same sample are similar and all cleaves from sam ples LD1 and

U)2 (Fig . 2), wh ich are d i f fe rent  samples from the same boule , give sin—

• ilar results .

The next observation that will be made concerns the “sharpness ”

of the ind ividual spectra for the clean samples . This is a very subjec-

tive judgenient and open to question , but we feel that the observations

are general enough that they should be of some use . In all cases , sam—

pies with the Fermi level located at the conduction band minimum are

• somewhat sharper, i.e., more structure can be resolved in the top 5 eV

of the EDC. For example, compare LD1C to LD1A, B, or D; also, compare

MCPA to MCPB or MCPC. LD3A, B, or C (Fig. 4) do not exhibit significant

surface Fermi level pinning, and they have very well resolved structure

. in the top of the valence band. An exception is sample LD2. Cleaves A ,

C, and D from sample LD2 are as sharp as LD1C, yet they exhibit pinning

while LD1C does not. Samples LD2B and E (not shown) had a very smeared

• out structure and exhibited Fermi level pinning. Thus, the most general

statement we can make concerning these observations is that, if a sample

has an unpinned Fermi level, the structure in the upper 5 eV of the va-

lence band will be well defined. If the Fermi level is pinned, the ma-

jority of samples will have a smeared out valence band.

We should also note at this point that, in the case of LD1C,

the structure In the top of the valence band became sharper after the

• sample had been in the vacuum system at 1 x 10
—10 

~orr for 12 hours. In

• the case of MCPB, however , the structure did not change noticeably even

• after 20 hours at l0~~~ torr. In both cases, there was movement of the
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position of the Fermi level. We are not yet sure if the sharpening is

due to some sort of surface lattice relaxation with time or if it is due

to contamination. At a base pressure of “.~ 10 10 
torr , the sharpened

structure had an exposure of “u 4L to the residual gas in the chamber. As

we will show below , definite effects in the valence band are observed with

the additicn of less than 100 L of oxygen (in some cases, effects are seen

for  exposures as low as 10 L). Consequently , the effect we are seeing

could be due to contamination.

Before discussing the position of the Fermi level as a function

of oxygen exposure, let us consider one more feature which all the samples

have in common. In Figs. 6 to 14, we show the EDC’s as a function of oxy—

• gen exposure for a representative number of cleaves from each sample. In

- • all cases, changes take place in the top 5 eV of the valence band for expo-

sures which are less than lO~ L of 02. In some cases, the changes take

place for exposures as small as 10 L 0
2 
(see, for example, Figs. 10 and 11).

When the EDC for the clean sample is smeared out, these changes take the

form of a sharpening of the structure in the top 5 eV of the valence band

(see Figs. 8 and 10). In other cases, where the EDC’s show well resolved

valence band structure in that region, the changes are more subtle, i.e.,

there might be a small variation in relative peak heights as shown in

Figs. 6, 9, 13, and 14.

Now that we have taken care of these general considerations,

we will group the spectra together according to the Fermi level pinning,

and then we will describe each group in detail. The first group contains

samples LD1C,2° MCPA, and LD3A, B, C. In all these samples, the Fermi
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level was loca ted a pprox itna to]. y a t  the conduct ion band nm in m u m  , i .e • , h o

surface Fermi level planing is observed . We have complete exposure data

only for samples LDIC and W3C which are shown in Figs . 7 and 14, respec—
t

tively. There is only one exposure for sample MCPA , and this is shown in

Fig . 9.

The first thing to notice is that the Fermi level is about 1.4

to 1.6 eV above the valence band maximum , which is approximately the lo-

cation of the conduction band minimum since the band gap of GaAs is 1.4

cY. Thus , the Fermi level is at -the bulk position , and there is no pin-

ning .

As the surface is exposed to more and more oxygen , the Fermi

• level moves closer and closer to midgap until it stops moving downward

by about 10
6 
L 02 

(Figs. 7 and 14). These points are plotted in the

lowest curve of Fig. 5. After the initial sharpening of structure in

sample LD1C, notice that no large changes occur in the EDC’s until we

reach this critical exposure at 10~ to 10
6 
L 0

2• 
Up until this point,

the only changes seen were the changes in the top 5 eV of the valence

band and a possible splitting in the band structure feature located

10—12 eV below the VBM (this happened for sample LD1C in Fig. 7; no such

splitting was seen for LD3C in Fig. 14). At 10~ to 
j o6 L02, a signif i—

cant amount of emission Is lost from the top 3 eV of the valence band,

and most of the sharp structure in top 5 eV is gone. The valleys located

4.5 and 8.3 eV below the VBM start filling. No definite peak is seen

yet in the 4.5 eV valley. However, for LD1C (Fig. 7), two peaks can be

clearly resolved at 8.3 and 9.7 eV below the VBM and , for LD3C (Fig. 14),
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one peak is seen at 8.3 e~ below the VBM. The peak at 6.75 eV has

80 f at been unaffected by the oxygen. By lO~ L02, the Fermi level

has moved back towards the CBM by 0.15 eV (Fig. 5). The large

exposures have led to a further decrease in the emission at the top

of the valence band and an increase in emission from the adsorbed

oxygen. Also, at l0~ L02, a more definite oxygen level begins to

appear 5 eV below the VBM. The emission from the GaAs is still so

large with respect to the new emission that it is very difficult to

find the precise location of the new structure.

The second group contains those cleaves which exhibit

Fermi level pinning at about midgap . This group is the largest and

contains LD1A, B, D; LD2A, B, C, D, E; a •d MCPC , D (Figs . 6 , 8; 13,

15; and, 11, 12, respectively). In the majority of these cleaves,

the Fermi level is pinned 0.9 ± 0.15 eV above the VBM, and it remains

within these limits for all exposures. In two cases, LD1D (Fig. 8)

and LD1C (Fig. 15), the initial pinning was 0.6 eV above the VBM

(these two samples have not been included in Fig. 5). The effect of

oxygen on the valence states at the surface is the same as for the

first group when exposures ~ 106 L0
2 
are reached. Again, oxygen emis-

sion begins to be seen at 10~ L02 
as for the first group. For the

lower exposures, especially below ~~~ L02 In all of the LD1 and MCP

samples, the top 5 eV of the EDC sharpened dramatically even, In one

• case, for an exposure as low as 10 L0
2
. The LD2 samples, already

somewhat being sharp, show more subtle effects.

The third “group” contains only one sample , MCPB,2° and Is

shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the Fermi level for the just cleaved

surface is located 0.7 eV above the VBM, putting it at midgap.
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Afte r  being in the vacuum system at <1 x io~~0 torr for 20 hours

(g iv ing  an exposure of 7 L to residua l gases) ,  the Fermi level moves

to 0.8 cV above the VBM . Upon oxposuie to oxygen , the Fermi level goes

• to the unpinned position (cBM) by 10 102, rema ins at that position un—

til an exposure of io
2 w and then returns back to inidgap by about

io6 10. The structure at the top of the valence band sharpens

dramatically for an exposure of less than 100 102, a~ for the group II

samples , and the loss of intensity in the upper 5 eV of the EDC is seen

as early as 10~ 1021 even before a significant filling of either of the

two valleys (4.5 and 8.3 eV below the VBM) has taken place.

This sample presents a unique situation. If we measure the

position of the Fermi level relative to the VBM , we get the behavior

described above and shown in the bottom curve of Fig. 5. If, however ,

• we measure the Fermi level with respect to the peak 6.75 eV below the

VBM (labeled peak “A” in the example EJ)C on the top of Fig. 5), we find

tha t  the Fermi level moves up 0.9 eV from freshly cleaved to 1 102 expo-

sure and then remains at this position until 1O
3 
L (see top curve in

Fig. 5). If we measure the distance from the 6.75 eV peak to the VBM

and plot it vs exposure , we get the middle curve of Fig. 5 (x ’s), where

we have included the same plot for sample W1C (solid circles) for com-

parison . It becomes very clear from these curves that  the width of the

valence band at the surface is changing as well as having a change in

the pinning . The decrease in width upon add ition of oxygen impl ies that

structure at the top of the valence band is removed with oxygen .

thermore ,, the 6.75 eV peak becomes noticeably narrower by io2 
102 .

Neither effect was seen in the other samples. In those cases, tho 6.75
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eV peak remained constant in width , and the distance from the 6.75 eV

pea k and the VBM remained approximate ly  constant  for al l  oxygen expo-

sures as can be seen from the example given for sample LD1C.

We can make a general comment with reference to Fig. 5, al-

though the top and bottom sets of curves are consistent with each other .

Less scattering was obtained between the data points in the top set.

This indica tes some of the problems in using the VBM as a reference.

Since the top 5 eV of the YB change in shape , using the upper edge as

a reference is clearly less reliable than using a constant structure

such as the 6.75 eV peak,,~

We now turn our attention to what happens when we use the hot

filament ionization gauge during an exposure. These results are shown

(for sample LD2C) in the dashed curves of Fig. 15. The solid curves

were obtained using unexcited oxygen on sample LD2A and are shown for

comparison. The excited oxygen speeds up the rate of chemisorption, as

can be seen by comparing the dashed curve at l0~ L (excited oxygen)

exposure with the solid curve at 10
6 
L (unexcited oxygen) exposure. In

fac t, the first large effects with excited oxygen are seen at 5 x 1O~ L,

while with unexcited oxygen, the first large effects are seen between

106 and l0~ L, an Increase in activity by about a factor of 100. We have

discussed the increase in the rate of adsorption in References 5 and 21.

As in the exposures with unexcited oxygen, we see the appearance of oxy-

gen induced emission, associated with the O—2p level , at exposures > 106 L.

In the case of excited oxygen , however, this emission is much more pro—

nounced and eventually becomes the dominant feature of the EDC, located

at approxImately 5 eV below the VBM of the clean sample. With unexcited
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oxygen, the oxygen emission is at most .“ shoulder at even l0~ L. Also

note that the position of the 0—2p emission does not become well estab-

lished until after an exposure of l0~ L excited oxygen since, even at

-
~~ 10~ L excited oxygen, it is not much bigger than the GaAs emission.

• At 10~ L, a peak is present at 8.2 eV below the VBM in both

samples . A second peak at 9.9 eV below the VBM is seen for the sample

• exposed to excited oxygen , but does not appear for the sample exposed

to unexcited oxygen until lO~ W2• As can be seen from the figure ,

these two sets of peaks are the same for exposure to either excited or

unexcited oxygen . We note , however , that at 1O
7 
L of excited oxygen ,

the two peaks at 8.2 and 9.9 eV below the VBM disappear and a single

peak at 8.8 eV takes their place . The same sequence of exposures with

excited oxygen for sample LD2C, taken at a photon energy of 25 eV , is

shown in Fig. 16. This was done mainly to get a better look at any

structure lower than 10 cY below the VI3M which is obscured by the

scattering peak for hv=2l eV. By comparing Figs. l5and 16,we see that

the EDC’s for the two photon energies are similar except for two .wjor

exceptions. First , the structure at 8.2 and 9.9 eV below the VB~ is

not visible at io
6 1. excited oxygen for the 25 eV spectrum , wtereas it

Is present at 21 eV. The peak at 8.8 eV below the VBM is quite promi-

nent at ~~~ L excited oxygen for both photon energies. Second , because

of cross-section effects, the height of the 0—2p derived omission rela-

tive to the GaAs valence band emission is ~ zch larger at 25 eV than 21

eV. Consequently, we are able to see direct emission from the oxygen

more readily using 25 eV photons.
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The next experimental results are those of partial yield spec-

troscopy measurements performed on samples I.D1C, wh ich shows no pinning

and MCPB , which shows p inning at  n iidgap. These spectra , shown in Figs.

l7a and 17b , were performed concurrently with the data of Figs. 7 and

10. The two sets of spectra are essentially identical. There are some

differences in relative peak heights and shapes , but the energy posi—

tions of all the peaks are identical. On the clean spectra , there are

two sharp peaks at 19.7 and 20.2 eV and a third broad peak at 20.9 eV.

Upon addition of oxygen , the three peaks remain unchanged in position

and shape up to an exposure of 1O
5 
L of unexcited 02. At io6 L, the

peaks are almost gone, but there has- been no shift in energy position .

• At 1O
7 

I, , the f ine  structure is completely gone , leavthg one broad peak

at 20.1 eV. The behavior of partial yield spectra for other samples and

cleaves was identical to the spectra shown, irrespective of any differ-

ences in the initial Fermi level pinning or behavior with oxygen expo-

sure. 
-

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the discussion that follows, we will first condense the

information obtained from our valence band, Fermi level pinning, and

partial yield studies , and then correlate these results.

We have seen three main things in our data. First, Fermi level

pinning occurred on surfaces that could be classified as good cleaves.

- This implies that pinning is not necessarily caused by high step densi-

ties or surface roughness ,13’14 but rather by more subtle types of de—

fects. Exposure of the surface to oxygen caused the Fermi level to go
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to midgap for  unpinned samples and stay the same (at  midg ap)  for the

pinned samples .

Second , the top 5 eV of the EDC’s were relatively sharp for un—

pinned samples , while for pinned samples the structure in this region

was , in genera l , more smeared . The exposure of the surface to less

than 1
~
02 resulted in a sharpening of the smeared structure and more

subtle changes In relative peak heights for the sharp EDC’ s. At expo-

• sures between lO~ to i06 102, the top 5 eV- of the valence band was again

affected , exh ibiting both a loss of emission and smearing . For expo—

4 sures above 10
6 
1.02, the top 5 eV of the EDC dropped even more and oxy-

gen induced emission became noticeable. However, at 21 eV, the cross—

sections are such that no clear peak from the oxygen can yet be seen 4

to 5 eV below the VBM . • 
‘Through all this , the valence band structures

lower than 5 eV below the VBM have remained essentially unchanged.

Third, the partial yield gave the same results for all samples,

irrespective of the initial position of the Fermi level. Addition of

as much as lO~ L02 
had no effect on the partial yield structure either

In peak position or height. The peaks lose intensity at io6 L0
2 
and

disappear by 10~ LO2, with no shift in the peak positions.

As we mentioned in the introduction, the top 5 eV of the valence

band should be strongly affected by the surface lattice structure, so

that movements in the positions of the surface atoms would appear as

changes in the top 5 eV of the EDC. If a surface is strained, the

surface atoms at the strain points will be somewhat displaced from

their ideal positions. Consequently , the EDC’s from such a surface

would be smeared , since the EDC would have contributions from both
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the ideal and strained parts of the surface. The fact that surfaces

with unpinned Fermi levels have sharp structures in the top 5 eV of

the EDC, while samples with pinned Fermi levels are initially smeared

and sharpen with exposure to oxygen , indicates that the unpinned sur—

faces are more perfect. That is, the surfaces exhibiting Fermi level

pinning are probably strained. Furthermore, since we see no differ-

ence in the partial yield results from the samples with and without

Fermi level pinning , the pinning must be due to extrinsic states.4”3

Therefore by combining the photoemission and partial yield results,

• we can conclude that surface defects could be responsible for both

the Fermi level pinning and the smearing of the valence band.

The sharpening of the EDC’s with oxygen occurs for exposures less

than 10~ L02
. From previous work,

5 we saw that at 106 L0
2 
the coverage

is only 5% of saturation. Assuming saturation at half monolayer

(4.4 x 10
14 

oxygens/cm
2), the oxygen coverage causing sharpening of the

EDC’s would be on the order of one oxygen per ~~~ to lO~ surface atoms .

These rather long range effects associated with the oxygen can be inter-

preted to mean that the surface strains are rather unstable so that re-

arrangements can be triggered quite easily by very few oxygens. One

oxygen per lO~ to lO~ surface atoms gives a concentration on the sur-

face of approximately 4 x to 4 x 10
10 

oxygens/cm
2
. The typical

concentration of dopant on the surface is on the order of 10
10 atoms/cm2

for a bulk doping of 101b atoms/cm3. It is interesting that these num-

bers are close enough to indicate a possible link between the dopant and

the initial oxygen chemisorption. However, we should keep in mind that

it does take at least 10
12 

to iol3 states/cm2 to pin the Fermi level at
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midgap.11’12’13 Thus , although the dopant atoms at the surface could

be responsible for triggering surface rearrangement upon oxygen chemi—

sorption, they can not be the primary cause of the Fermi level pinning

observed on the surfaces with the smeared EDC’s. In addition , even

though the already sharp EDC’s (i.e., with no pinning) are affected by

less than 1O
3 
L02, the Fermi level does not start to move towards mid—

gap untfl exposures larger than ~~~ L02
. This is more evidence which

• implies that the sites causing the pinning or strain and those that

remove the strain are not necessarily the same .

Many of the conclusions that have been drawn so far have been rather

speculative, but the most important point that must be reiterated is that

the chemisorbed oxygen has long range effects on the surface , acting at

coverages as small as one oxygen per to 1O
5 

surface atoms . The fact

that  the oxygen has such large e f fec t s  for very small coverages implies

that oxygen stimulates spontaneous rearrangement of the surface by pos-

sibly removing stra ins . The cause of the pinning on the cleaved s~imples

is extrinsic states whose source is not yet known . However , we suggest

that surface defects cause both the pinning and the smearing of the EDC ’s.

Between anti io6 102, the coverage goes from 1 oxygen in ~~~ to

l0~ surface atoms to 5%of saturation , and the Fermi level goes from the

~BM to midgap (for group I samples). This latter coverage corresponds

to about io13 oxygen atoms/cm2 which is approximately the number of

states needed at the surface to pin the Fermi level. Thus, it is easy

to see the origin of the Fermi level pinning with exposure to oxygen ,

provided , of course , that every chemisorbed oxygen gives rise to one

new interface state . Besides pinning the Fermi level at midgap , an
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oxygen exposure of io6 1.02 results in the complete smearing of_ the top

5 CV of the EDC’s.
4 

Since the coverage is now only about one oxygen

atom per 20 surface cites (i.e., 5% of saturation), the efi~ects of the

oxygen are again long range. The large changes in the EDC’s imply a

relatively large rearrangement of all the surface atoms , not just the

~~, s at the strain sites , as was the case before.

With these large changes taking place in the valence band , we

should also expect significant changes in the local dielectric constant

(or screening properties) at the si rface. Such changes would explain

the disappearance of the partial yield peaks in going from 1O
5 
to

1.02. If the screening at the surface changes, the excitonic binding

energy , which determines the position of the peaks in the partial yield

could change . If this happened , the partial yield from the clean sur-

face would drop and new structure representative of the new excitonic

bind ing energy would grow. We could not , however , see such new struc-

ture if it was too close to the valence band . Thus, the loss of the

partial yield peaks could possibly be due to a rearrangement of charge

in the surface layer rather than a direct interaction of the oxygen

with the surface gallium atoms. The same arguments could be applied

to explain the disappearance of the structure in electron energy loss

22
measurements.

With exposure to large amounts of oxygen, we saw further decrease

in the intensity from the top 5 eV of the valence band with two new

peaks 9.9 and 8.2 eV and a shoulder 4 to 5 eV below the VBM. Similar

peaks are present during the initial stages of exposure to excited oxy—

gen. This fits in with other data from chemical shift measurements
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where i t  was shown that the result of exposure to excited or unexcited

oxygen started in the same way , i.e., with a chemisorption stage.
5

However, in the case of excited oxygen, the surface is oxidized for

exposures above io6 L. Thus , the peaks we see in the curves for ex—

7
- • posures of 10 L of excited oxygen (Fig. 15) at 8.8 and 5 eV below the

VBM should be oxide peaks. If the excited oxygen was found to be atomic

rather than excited molecular oxygen, the similarity in the initial ad—

• 
- 

sorption of the excited and the molecular oxygen would indicate that

the molecular oxygen adsorbed dissociatively on the GaAs (110) sur-

face. Thus, it would be very interesting to perform an experiment to

determine the nature of the excited oxygen, as well as an adsorption

experiment with atomic oxygen.

The simultaneous appearance and growth of the peaks 9.9, 8.2, and

4 to 5 eV below the VBM indicates that all three are due to a single ad-

sorption process. The splitting between the shoulder and second peak is

3.2  to 4.2 e’i and between the second and third peaks is 1.7 eV. It is

interesting to compare these peaks to those seen in gas phase photoemis—

sion from molecular oxygen . The first three peaks in that case are the

,~g, ~u , and 
4
~g levels with splittings of 4 eV (itg and lcu) and 2 eV (~rn

4 23 24
anti Eg). ‘ If we associate the shoulder in our data with the itg

- • level and the next two peaks with the ~tu and ~~g levels , respectively,

we see that the agreement is rather good. The first splitting between

the vg and iru is within the range of values we see, and the second

splitting is 0.3 eV larger than what is seen in our results. This is,

by no means, conclusive evidence that the oxygen adsorbs as a molecule.

However, the evidence is strong enough that the suggestion must be made.
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The studies presented in this paper are rather exploratory in

nature , and their importance lies, not only in what we have learned

so far but , also, in suggestions for new work that will clarify some

of the questions that remain unanswered. For example, more work must

be done to correlate the pinning on clean surfaces with actual physi-

cal defects, such as, im purities or cleavage steps. LEED studies

should be performed along with the photoemission to see if we can

detect any change in the LEED I—V curves when we have changes in the

EDC’s. In order to gather more evidence as to the nature of the ad-

sorbed oxygen, the three oxygen induced levels should be studied as

a function of photon energy to see if their cross sections are the

same as for molecular oxygen, and electron energy loss experiments to

detect any molecular vibrational levels that might be present should

also be undertaken.

Finally ,  since theoretical calculations on the rearranged GaAs

(110) surface are starting to be published ,
3 it should not be long

until until we can start making more detailed comparisons between

our photoemission data and the calculated surface densities of states.
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Table I

LIST OF SAMPLES. Entries include Fermi level location for each sample
immed iately after cleavage , classification of samples according to lo—
cation of the Fermi level , and an indicat ion as to the relative sharp—
ness of the valence band before and after exposure to oxygen .

b
Valence Band Structure Data Shown in

E~. c Figure NumbersSample a Group 
__________ __________Position After Af ter

Cleavage < 102 11)2 (Clean ( -402 )

A midgap smeared sharpened II 1 6

B midgap smeared no data II 1 not shown
LD1

C CBM sharp same I 1 7

D midgap smeared sharpened II 1 8

A midgap sharp sharper II 2 13,15

B midgap smeared sharpened II not shown not shown

LD2 C midgap sharp same II 2 15,16

D midgap sharp same II 2 not shown

E midgap sharp no data II not shown no data

A CBM sharp same I 3 not shown

103 B CBM sharp same I 3 not shown

C CBM sharp sharper I 3 14

A CBM sharp sharper I 4 9

B nidgap smeared sharpened III 4 10
MCP

C midgap smeared sharpened II 4 11

D midgap no data sharp II not shown 12

a. Approximate position , see Figs . 1-5 for exact position .

b. See toxt for discussion of what is meant by sharpness.

c. Group I m d  icate E~ at cmi, group II at in idga p, group III at ni idga p
then going to CEM with addition of oxygen.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

- 
• Fig. 1. EDC’ a taken at a photon energy of 21 eV for four cleaves

from Sample LD1. The solid curve for sample LD1C was

- 
-, 

taken 12 hours af ter cleaving, whereas the dotted curve

was taken within 45 minutes after cleaving .

Fig . ~~~. EDC’s taken at hv — 21 eV for three cleaves from

Sample LD2 .

Fig. 3. EDC ’s taken at h-v 20 eV for three cleaves from

• Sample 103.

Fig. 4. EDC ’s taken at hu = 21 eV for three cleaves from

Sample MCP . The solid curve for sample MCPB was taken

20 hours after cleaving, whereas the dotted curve was

taken within 30 minutes after cleaving.

Fig. 5. Summary of Fe rmi level movement versus exposure for some

of the samples shown in Figs . 1 - 4. Here , we show the

position of the Fer mi level , 
5 

, with respect to both

the valence band maximum, VBM (in the bottom set of curves)

and peak “A” (in the top set of curves). The middle set of

curves show the position of the VBM with respect to peak “A” .

Samp les in group I ahoy no Fermi level pinning after cleav-

age. Pinning is seen from group II and III samples, but ,

for the group III sample , it is removed by exposure to oxy-

gen (see text).

Fig. 6. EDC’s for Sample LD1A, i.e., Sample 101 cleave A , as a

function of oxygen exposure (hv — 21 eV).
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Fig. 7. EDC’s for Sample LD1C as a function of oxygen exposure

(1w = 21 eV) .

Fig. 8. EDC’s for Sample LD1D as a function of oxygen exposure

(1w = 21 eV).

Fig. 9. EDC’s for Sample MCPA as a function of oxygen exposure

(1w = 21 eV) .

Fig. 10. EDC’s for Sample MCPB as a function of oxygen exposure

(hu = 21 eV).

Fig. 11. EDC’s for Sample MCPC as a function of oxygen exposure

(hv = 21 eV) .

Fig. 12. EDC’s for Sample MCPD as a function of oxygen exposure

(hv = 21 eV). No spectra were taken of the clean sample.

Fig. 13. EDC’s for Sample LD2A as a function of oxygen exposure

(1w = 21 eV).

Fig. 14. EDC’s for Sample LD3C as a function of oxygen exposure.

Note, here, h-v ~i ~V , but by = 20 eV in Fig. 3,

so the clean spectra will be somewhat different due to

direct transition effects.

Fig. 15. Comparison of Sample LD2A, exposed to molecular unexcited

oxygen, with Sample LD2C, exposed to excited oxygen.

Fig. 16. EDC’s for Sample LD2C exposed to excited oxygen

(h-v = 25 eV) .

Fig. 17. Partial yield measurements for (a) Sample MCPB and (b) Sample

LD1C as a function of oxygen exposure.
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Fig . 3
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App~ndix C

CHEMISORPTION AND OXIDATION STUDIES OF THE
(110) SURFACES OF GaAs , GaSb , AND InP*

C. M. Garner , and W. E. Spicer
Stanford Electronics Laboratories

Stanford University
Stanford , california 94305

The surface chemistry of cleaved GaAs (110) (and , to a lesser ex-

tent, InP and GaSb) is stud ied as a function of oxygen exposure (both

unexcited a~d excited) with soft X—ray photoemission spectroscopy . When

the cleaved GaAs (110) surface is exposed to molecular oxygen in the

ground state, chemisorption to only the arsenics takes place. No back

bonds are broken even for large exposures. Room temperature oxidation

of the surface can be induced by exciting the oxygen , e.g., by an ioni-

zation gauge. The adsorption of excited oxygen is initially the same

as for the unexcited , except 500 times faster. However, after >20% of a

monolayer has been adsorbed , further exposure to excited oxygen causes

back bonds to be broken and As205/As02 and Ga203 are formed . Larger

doses of excited oxygen result in the formation of thicker oxides com-

posed primarily of Ga203 with small amounts of elemental As (or As bound

to only one Ga) and As203, most of which has sublimed from the surface.

No As205/As02 is seen in the thicker oxide because there is a deficiency

of oxygen and any partially oxidized Ga present will reduce the arsenic

oxides . The escape depth for GaAs (110) was measured for electron ki—

netic energies between 20 and 200 eV. This range includes the minimum

in the escape depth which is about 6 A at 60 eV.’ No chemical shift in
the core levels between the atoms on the surface and in the bulk was

observed . GaSh (110) and InP (110) surfaces were also studied . InP
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behaves like GaAs , whereas the GaSb is oxidized immediately even when

exposed to only unexcited oxygen . The oxygen uptake curves for GaSb

and GaAs were compared and found to be quite different with a sticking

coefficient, at zero coverage, of 2 x 10 for GaSb and 8 X 10 for

GaAs .

*
Work supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Depart—
ment of Defense monitored by Night Vision Laboratory, U. S. Army Elec-
tronics Command under Contract No. DP.AK 02-74-C-0069 by the Office of
Naval Research Contract No. N00014—75—C—0289; by the National Science
Foundation Contract No. DMR 73—07692 A02 in cooperation with the Stan—
ford Linear Accelerator Center and the U. S. Energy Research and De—
velopment Administration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The surface physics and chemistry of Ill—V compound semiconductors

have attracted considerable interest , both experimental and theoretical.

One of the things that makes Ill—V compounds such as GaAs so interesting

from a fundamental point of view is the effect of the polar nature of

the fundamentally covalent Ga—As bond on the surface properties of the

crystal. Ill—V compounds also have important practical applications

such as infrared detectors, high frequency MOS devices , and light emit—

ting diodes. One of the major obstacles in fabricating GaAs MOS devices ,

as well as in many other applications, is that It is very difficult to

passivate the surface. Much work has been done in this area , but no ox-

ides with the favorable properties characteristic of silicon based de-

vices have yet been developed . Thus, it is very important to gain more

1
insight into the chemistry of the oxide semiconductor interface.

Crystals of the ill—V compounds have the zincblende structure, il-

lustrated in Fig. 1, where we give a view of the lattice along the (110)

axis and terminate it on the ideal (110), (111), and (111) faces. We

should note that in terminating the lattice to create the ideal surfaces ,

one covalent bond per surface site has been broken, leaving three intact .
2

On the (110) surface, which is the cleavage face of the Ill—V semi-

conductors, a rearrangement of charge takes place and it becomes ener-

getically favorable for the surface atoms to seek a bonding configura-

tion more characteristic of their covalent bonding in small molecules .

To be more precise , a simplified version of the currently accepted model

is that the surface Ga now has only three electrons (in an sp
2 
configu-

ration), all involved in back bonding , while the As has five electrons

(In a p3s
2 
configuration), three of these electrons take part In the
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3 2
back bonds (p ) and the remaining two (s ) are the dangling bond orbit-

als.”
24 

This charge rearrangement has two important consequences.

First, the change in the bonding configuration of the surface atoms

* results in a distortion of the lattice at the surface consistent with

the planar sp
2 
Ga back bonds and the prismatic p

3 
As back bonds, Fig.

2 (we should note this relaxation is not total).
3’5’

6 
Secondly, since

all of the electrons on the surface Ga are used in forming the back

bonds, the Ga has no filled surface state orbitals . The surface As

atoms, on the other hand , have two available electrons to contribute

to the filled surface state band which lies well below the valence band

maximum .”2 The position of the filled and empty surface states on an

energy level diagram is also shown in Fig. 2 after Gregory et al.
2
’
3
’71°

The basic aspects of this model can also be applied to the polar

faces In order to explain the greater chemical activity of the As-ter-

ininated (111) ft.ce with respect to the Ga—terminated (111) face . How-

ever , the experimental situation for the polar faces is not as well de-

fined as for the cleaved (110) surface since the surface atoms on the

polar surfaces probabl r have some unsaturated bonds. This situation

could be caused by deficiancies in the available surface preparation

techniques or fundamental problems arising from the polar nature of

3,’~,1l,l2these surfaces.

One of the major predictions of the model of Fig. 2 is that, for

the (110) surface, oxygen is adsorbed preferentially on the arsenic

atoms by interacting with the filled surface states. Furthermore , since

all the bonding electrons associated with the surface gallium atoms are

involved in the back bonds, the oxygen will bond to the gallium only

2 , 7 , 13
after one or more of the back bonds are broken. The oxidation of
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GaAs has been studied extensively by ultraviolet photoemiss ion spec—

troscopy (UPS),
2
’~
4 
ellipsometry,

15 
electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS ),
16’17 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),~

2’14’~
5’18 and low

5,15energy electron diffraction (LEED). The early experimental work

on the cleaved (110) surface gave results that were consistent with

the predictions outlined above ,
2,15,16 whereas recent results on the

polar surfaces have been interpreted to mean that the oxygen sticks

preferentially to the surface Ga atoms.’2”7 However, the conclusions

from one of the studies’7 on the polar surfaces are based on indirect

evidence whose interpretation is open to question .
19 

The interpreta-

tion given in the second set of studies
12 

is probably correct, but the

polar faces used had unsaturated Ga bonds so that adsorption on the Ga

sites does not necessarily disagree with the model of Fig. 2 (this

point will be discussed at the end of Section III.F).

In our recent work7”3 on the GaAs (110) surface , we showed defin-

itively that there is a charge transfer from surface As atoms to chemi-

sorbed oxygen. We interpreted this to mean that the oxygen is bound

preferentially to surface As atoms , in agreement with the earlier work

cited above. We have also shown that InP behaves in the same way as

GaAs , whereas the oxidation of GaSb proceeds in an entirely different

manner . In GaSb , the oxygen bonds both species breaking the Ga—Sb back

bonds.
7 

This latter effect can then be compared to the situation when

20
the GaAs (110) surface is exposed to excited oxygen.

In this paper, we will present a detailed analysis of our previ-

ously reported results and new data on the very heavily oxidized surface

of GaAs (110) which gives us greater insight into the oxidation of GaAs.
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All the results presented here were obtained with soft X—ray pho—

toemission spectroscopy (SXPS) using synchrotron radiation from the “4°

line” at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project in the photon energy

range 32 eV <hv < 350 eV.2’ Th is photon energy range is interesting

because, first of all , it allows us to observe both t h e  valence band and

several core levels from both the Ga and As at high resolution (0.25 eV).

In Fig . 3, we show a typical electron energy distribution curve (EDC) for

the clean, cleaved GaAs (110) surface for hv = 240 eV. The spectral

features of interest for this work are the As and Ga core levels located

19.0 and 40.8 eV below the valence band maximum as well as the valence

band (s—p derived levels) which occupy the top 12 eV of the spectrum.

Besides these one electron lines, we are also able to see Auger transi-

tions and plasmon losses.

By tuning through the available photon energies, we are able to ad—

just the kinetic energies of the various levels to be roughly between 20

and 200 eV. This is possibly the most significant aspect of our experi-

ments because the escape length of electrons in a material is strongly

dependent on the electron kinetic energy, and this escape depth goes

through a minimum of <10 A for kinetic energies between 50 and 150 eV

for most materials.
22 

Thus, we are indeed able to observe the surface

electronic structure . -

The experimental methods , such as LEED, AES , and UPS, that were used

in the earlier oxidation studies all have high surface sensitivity. How-

ever, they lack the chemical information which can be obta ined from X—ray

photoomission (XI’S) studies of core level shifts .
23 

AES can be used to

look at chemical shifts , but the use of an c—beam as the excitation source

18 20 24
can dosorb the oxygen or destroy the - integrity of- the surface. ‘
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Th is d amage is minimized when using UV light or X—rays . However , conven-

tional XPS (hv = 1486.7 or 1253.6 eV) lacks the necessary surface s~nsi—

tivity .
22 with SXI’S, not only can we study the chemical sh if t  of core

levels upon forming a chemical bond , but we can also perform these stud-

ios at submonolayer coverages clue to the inherent surface sensitivity of

the technique •
7,13 In our experiment , we adsorb oxygen on GaAs , GaSb ,

or ImP and observe any core level shifts that take place upon adsorption .

We then measure the magnitude of the core level shifts and correlate

these shifts with chemical shift measurements made on bulk oxides using

conventional XI’S. This correlation allows us to determine the type of

oxides forming at the surface in a relatively straightforward way, obvi-

ating the need to perform complicated calculations. The ratio of the

area of the shifted to unshifted peaks can be used to determine coverages

versus exposure as well as escape depth information . All these points

will be treated in detail here.

In Section II, we will discuss the experimental apparatus , proce-

dure, and results. Section III will contain the discussion. In this

section , we will correlate the chemical shifts obtained from the surface

oxidation of GaAs (110) to the shifts obtained from ESCA measurements of

bulk oxides. These correlations will then be used to give a model for

the oxidation of GaAs (110), starting from surface chemisorption and end-

ing with the formation of actual bulk oxides. We will also determine the

escape depth for GaAs as a function of photon energy as well as show a

difference in adsorption kinetics between C As (110) and GaSb (110).
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Apparatus

The experimental chamber consists of a stainless steel UHV

bell jar, base pressure <1 X 10~~~ torr , and is shown schematically in

Fig. 4. The pumping system is a 240 14/sec ion pump plus t i tanium cryo-

pump with a poppet valve for sealing the pump from the main chamber. The

chamber conta ins a double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (I’hysical

- 

- 
Electronics), a cleaver , and a sample manipulator capable of holding

4 samples for cleaving , one sample for heat cleaning (Tmax ~ 
2000°C)

and a substrate upon which Au or ..cu may be evaporated for Fermi level

— 
(and thus binding energy) determinations.

25 
An evaporator which con-

tains copper and gold beads is also housed in the chamber .

Research grade oxygen was admitted into the vacuum system

through a bakeable leak valve. For large exposures (pressures up to

750 mm °2~ 
an auxiliary pumping system was used to return the main

chamber to pressures below ‘40 
8 torr . This system consisted of vac-

sorb pumps , an ion pump , and all the necessary gauging to measure pres-

sures for the gas exposures.

Pressures between 10
_li 

and 10~~ torr were measured by a Red—

head cold cathode içnization gauge (NRC) located in the main vacuum

system. This pressure range was used for exposures up to ~~~ L (1 L =

io~
6 
torr/sec) where the exposure time was no longer than 1O

3 
sec. A

hot filament ionization gauge with Therm coated iridium filaments (Va—

n an) was also located in the main vacuum system. This gauge was used

initially to check the cold cathode gauge and more importantly as a

source of excited oxygen when used during a gus exposure. The effect

of tho ion gauge on the oxidation will be treated in a later section .
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Pressures between l0~~ and 0.6 torr were measured by a milli—

torr gauge (Varian) located in the auxiliary pumping system. This pros-

sure range gives exposures between 1O
4 
L and ~ 10~ L. A thermocouple

gauge (Hasting DV—4) again in the auxiliary pumping system , was used

for pressures between 1 and 20 torr , giving exposures between ~~~ L and

2 x 1010 L. For larger exposures of up to io12 L, a mechanical vacuum

gauge (Wallace and Tiernen) was used , measuring pressures up to 800 torr.

The synchrotron radiation is monochromatized by a grazing in-

cidence monochromator (resolution 0.2 A) with a refocusing mirror located

after the exit slit.
26 

The radiation enters the chamber through a bake—

able straight through valve and strikes the sample as indicated in Fig .

4. The energy of the photoemitted electrons is then determined by the

double pass cylindrical mirror analyzer operated in the retarding mode .

This mode insures a constant resolution which is equal to 0.6% of the

electron pass energy through the analyzer. In these experiments, we

used a pass energy of 25 eV, giving an electron energy resolution of

0.15 eV. At hv = 100 eV, typical counting rates on the Ga 3d levels

are about 5 x ~~~ counts per second for a circulating electron current

• in SPEAR of 20 ma.

The signals from the electron energy analyzer are amplified

and fed into a 2048 channel signal averager (Tracor Northern) used as

a multichannel scaler. The energy of the detected electrons was con-

trolled by the signal averager through a voltage ramp synchronized with

the memory sweep.

The samples that were studied in these experiments are Te
- 17 —3 18 _3 27

doped , n—type GaAs (n = 3.5x10 cm and n = 0.5x10 cm ) and

Zn doped p-type GaAs (p = 6X10~
8 
cm

3
) from Laser Diode (ID) Corporation ;
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Te doped n—type GaSb (n = 1.1 X10
18 

cm
3
) from Asarco ;

28 
and Zn doped

p—type InP (p = 2X10~
8 

cm
3
) from Varian Associates. The GaAs and

GaSb samples were rectangular prisms 5 x 5 x 10 mm3
, and the InP was

2x5x10 mm
3 . In all the samples , the (110) axis was along the long

dimension.

B. Procedure

First, the samples were cleaved along the (110) planes by slowl y

squeezing the sample between the annealed copper anvil and tungsten—car-

bide knife of the cleaver . The cleaved sample is then inspected visually

to ensure the cleave had a mirror—like finish . A set of spectra is taken

for 32 < h v  < 300 . Now the sample is ready to be exposed to oxygen. The

pump is valved off from the main chamber with the ponpet valve , pa r t i a l ly

for exposures below 1O
4 
L and completely for larger exposures. The gas

is admitted and the pressure monitored . After the desired exposure is

reached , the majority of the gas is removed with the auxiliary pumping

system . When the chamber reaches a pressure below ‘10~~~, the poppet

valve is opened and the main pump takes the chamber to pressures below

5 X 10~~~ torr for all gas exposures that were performed . During these

exposures , the straight through valve into the grazing incidence mono—

chromator has been closed and is not opened until the pressure in the

chamber <1 X ~~~~ tort. With this scheme for making the gas exposures,

the chamber is returned to its base pressure very quickly. Using the

technique described above, the majority of the gas is pumped out in the

first 15 soc and working pressure is achieved within 10 to 15 minutes ,

giving a minimum of down time between spectra . A set of spectra is then

taken after  each exposure as mentioned above .
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The majority of the pressure gauges are located in the auxil-

iary pumping system , 60 cm awa y from the main chamber , separated by two

right angle bends. Calibration runs were made to insure that the pres—

sure measured in the auxiliary system matched the actual pressures in

the main system .

The exposures with uxcitod oxygen are performed with the ion

gauge in the main chamber turned on ~29 This gauge is out of line of

sight of the sample so that the gas molecules must strike at least 2

surfaces before hitting the sample . However , for the larger exposures ,

it Is also possible that the oxygen is deflected to the sample through

collisions with other gas molecules since the moan free path of the mol-

ecules is between 1 and 10 cm for the pressures used in the ion gauge

exposures io
2 
to ~~~~ tort). Two different ion gauge emission cur—

tents were used in the exposures. One emission current setting was 4.0

ma (for pressures below l0~~ torr), and the other was 0.4 ma (for pres-

sures between io
_2 

and ~~~~ tort) .  We did not directly determine if

there was a tenfold increase in the amount of excited oxygen in going

from the 0.4 to 4.0 ma emission currents , but the results of the oxida-

tion indicate that this should be the case.
30

The bind ing energies in these studies are measured relative to

the vai~nce band maximum of the clean surface. Binding energies with

respect to the Fermi level can be determined by referr ing the unknown

bind ing energies to either the 4f levels of Au (binding energy = 84 .0

eV) or the Fermi level of a gold film evaporated in situ on a substrate

in electrical contact with the sample.
25

In all the figures that follow , in which we show spectra for

clean and oxid ized samples on the same graph , the horizontal binding
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energy scale refers to the clean spectrum . The spcctr~~t of the oxid ized  
-

samples are adjusted so that the various unshifted peaks line tip consis—

tently. This must be done because the Ferm i lcvel pinning for these

samples changes as a function of oxygen çxposuro so that binding ener-

gies referenced to tho Ferm i level vary.
7’
31 

Furthermore , the structure

in t!ie valence band also changes considerably with oxidation so that the

un sh ifted core levels must again be usod as stan~Iards . Beyond 1O
7 
ID2,

the position of the Ferm i level ha s stopped moving so that we may use

the measured energy positions of the peaks as a consistency check .

C. Results

In this section , we will present our photoemission results for

oxygen adsorption on the (110) surface of GaAs , GaSb , and InP. These . -
-

results include measurements of the chemical shifts of the substrate

core levels upon oxygen adsorption and the determination of the oxygen

coverage as a function of exposure. We also present results for the

exposure of GaAs (110) to excited oxygen and measure the resulting sub-

strate core level shifts.

In Fig. 5, we show spectra for the clean and oxidized GaAs

• (110) surface at hv = 100 eV. As we expose the surface to oxygen, we

see a single peak (E
B 

= 43.7 eV) growing 2.9 eV below the As-3d peak

(E
N = 40.8 eV) with a proportionate decrease in the As—3d intensity.

This is a chemically shifted peak indicating a transfer of charge from

the surface As atoms to the adsorbed oxygen. Concurrent with the ap-

~earance of the shifted arsenic peak, we see the O—2p resonance level

at a binding energy of about 5 eV.
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As we go to higher exposures , the shifted As—3d peak and 0-2p

level grow simultaneously unti l  saturation is reached between ~~~ and

io
l2 

J02~ 
An estimate of the relative amount of oxidized As atoms on

the surface can be obtained by comparing the areas under the shifted

and unshifted peaks . This is done in Fig . 6 , where we plot the area in

relative units under the shifted and unshifted peaks as a function of —

exposure . Here, the sum of the areas under the shi-’ted and unshifted

peaks were normalized to unity. As expected , the amount of oxidized

arsenic increases while the unoxidized decreases for increasing expo-

sure. At 10
6 
io where we first start to see the effect of oxygen in

the valence band as well as seeing a chemically shifted As—3d level,

the coverage is only about 2% of saturation.

If we consider only the points up to an exposure of 5 X 1O~

102 in Fig. 6, saturation seems to have been reached at about ~~~ 102

If , however, we include the point at io
12 

1
~
02~ 

which gives a 1.7 times

increase in coverage over that at 1O9 1.02,  the apparent saturation ex-

posure is increased by three orders of magnitude . At present , we will

not place too much emphasis on this one point because the spectrum for

io
12 

102 was obtained from sample ID1, whereas the other spectra in Fig .

5 came from sample LD3 .

It is also possible that cleave quality could affect oxygen

uptakes by as much as a factor of two . On the other hand , we could be

seeing a real effect indicating a change in adsorption kinetics between

1010 and 102 . In any case , the question of oxygen uptake versus

exposure merits further experimental investigation before we can make

quantitative statements on the adsorption kinetics .
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Information on relative oxygen coverages can also be obtained

by measuring the area under the 02p resonance in the valence band . The

major drawback to th i s  technique is that the valence band and the 02 p

signal overlap so that it is d i f f i c u l t  to get reliable coverage infor—

m a t  ion below exposures of about 5 X 1O7 102• Even above th i s  exposure ,

the GaAs valence band is still a significant fraction of the total emis-

sion , so care must be used in soparatthg out the oxygcn contribution

from that of the GaAs . These problems arc seen rather clearly in Fig .

7 where we show a blow—tip of the GaAs valence band for various oxygen

exposures .

We should also note at th is point that the coverage , as do—

terinined from the shifted arsenic level , gives a measure of the rela-

tive amount of oxygen that has chemically combined with the surface

arsenic atoms . The coverage obtained from the 02p signal gives a mea-

sure of the total amount of oxygen sticking to the surface . Thus , corn—

par ison of the oxygen uptake determined in these two ways can be used

to give additional information on the kinetics of the adsorption as

well as the nature of the adsorbate . Our initial stud ies on sample LD3

indicate that the two method s give similar results . However , as tim en—

tioned above , more experimental work needs to be done on exposures be—

twecn 10
10 and io’2 L0~ before definitive conclusions may be drawn .

The significance of the curve for io
12 

1.02 is that, even for

this very large exposure (this corresponds to an exposure of one atmo —

sphere of 02 
for 20 minutos~ ), no shift in the ga1iiuni 3—d level is ob-

served . The only effect on the gallium peak is a 0.4 eV broadening .

Part of this broadening may be due to a nonuniformity in work function

across the face of the sample since the unshifted arsenic peak is
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broadened by 0.1 eV. Also , notice that no asymmetric broadening is

seen in the Ga 3d level for the exposures below 10
10 

1.02 .

The oxidation of the GaSb (110) surface is shown in Fig . 8

t

for liv = 100 eV. As in the case of GaAs , all the spectral features

of interest can be obtained at the same photon energy and in one spec-

trum , thus facilitating comparisons . The valence band extends approx-

imately 12 eV below the valence band maximum. The Ga—3d level is at a

binding energy of 19.4 eV, the Sb—4d doublet is at 3~ .i eV (4d512
) and

33.2 eV (4d31,2
). We are able to clearly see the spin orbit splitting

in the Sb—4d levels , whereas we were not able to see it at these ener-

gies for the Ga and As levels , primarily because the splitting of the

Sb-4d levels is much larger than that of the 3d levels of As or Ga.  We

should also note that the As and Ga levels are 3d’s, while that of Sb

is a 4d. This point is important for the choice of photon energy since

the variation of cross—section for the 4d levels versus photon energy

is rather dramatic , as indicated in Fig. 9. Here , we show spectra of

oxidized GaSb for several different photon energies . Notice that almost

all the intensity is lost from the 4d levels over a very small photon

energy raage. The variation in cross—section of the 3d’s is not as

dramatic , but is nevertheless also large.
32 

Consequently, we are forced

to use photon energies below about 120 eV.

As we oxidize the GaSb surface, we start to see changes in the

spectra at about 5x10
5 
L0~ . This is about a factor of two sooner than

with the GaAs . But , more importantly, as we increase the exposure to

5 x ~~~ 1.02, we start to see a definite broadening of the Ga-3d level

toward higher binding energy. In fact, even by 5 x 1o~ 1.021 a definite

shifted Ga-3d peak is seen (
~
EB = 1.1 eV). Of course , the shifted
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Sb-4d (AE
B = 2 .5  eV) level has also been growing at the expense of the

unshifted level . The shifted peaks for both Sb and Ga completely domi-

nate the unshifted peaks for exposures above 5X10
9 

1.02 . In Figs. 10(a)

and 10(b) , we can see the obv ious differences between the oxidation of

GaAs and GaSb . In GaAs , only the As peak is shifted while the Ga peak

is broadened . In GaSb , both the Sb and Ga are definitely shifted , m di-

• I eating that charge transfer from both surface Sb and Ga atoms to the ox-

ygen has taken place. This implies that bonds are broken between neigh-

boring surface Ga and Sb atoms.

Another str iking difference is seen if the coverage (area un-

der shifted Sb peak or O—2p level) is plotted with respect to exposure

(Fig. 11). The rate of oxygen adsorption from Fig. 11 does not show the

saturation behavior which is characteristic of the GaAs surface as seen

in Fig . 6.

- 

Spectra for the clean and oxygen exposed p—type InP (110) sur-

face are shown in Fig. 12. In this case, we used two different photon

energies to optimize the surface sensitivity and cross—section for the

levels of interest. The P—2p levels are measured at liv = 160 eV and

the In—4d levels at hv = 80 eV. The indium levels , being 4d levels ,

have the same general behavior versus photon energy as the Sb—4d levels.

Therefore , they too have a rather large variation in cross section forc-

ing us to choose a photon energy not too high above threshold . As seen

from Fig. 12 , the InP (110) surface behaves like GaAs (110) , with possi-

ble differences in the adsorption kinetics which will not be dealt with

here. One subtle difference is that we are able to resolve the spin or—

bit splittings in both the phosphorous and indium levels for the clean

surface . However , they smear out upon oxygen adsorption. No shifts are
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obsorved in the In—id levels , and a shifted P—2p level (
~

EB = 4 .4  c V)

is observed which grows with oxygen exposure . Similar results have been

seen in InAs by Gud at and Eastman .~~~~

All the previous exposures were done with uncxc itecl molecular

oxygen . In the section that  follows , we will consider the e f fec t  of ex-

cited oxygen on t h e  adsorption process .2° In Fig . 13 , we show what

happens when t h e  GaAs (110) surface is exposed to excited oxygen . In

these spectra , the exposure was carried out in exactly the same way as

the previous exposures except that the ion gauge was on during the ex-

posure with an omission current of 4 ma (the exposures at io6 and 1O
7 
1.

used an emission current of 0. 4 m a ) .  comparing these spectra to those

in Fig . 5 , we see that the sticking probability has become much larger .

It only takes an exposure of 10~ 1. excited oxygen to give the same ef-

fect as an exposure of 5 x 1O~ 102 . This is an Increase in oxygen ad-

sorption by a factor of 500~ The fact that oxygen , wh ich has been ex-

cited in some way,  will stick more readily to semiconductor surfaces

15 33
has been documented in the literature . ‘ That has not been seen

before is the change in chemical state due to bond ing of such excited

20 -

oxygen . As we expose the surface to even more excited oxygen , a

rather striking thing happens . At an ex~osure of 5 X 10~ L excited

oxygen , the f i rs t  shifted peak 
~
‘
~~B 

2.9 eV) stops growing , and a

second shifted peak with a bind ing energy shift of 4 .5  eV starts to

grow and soon dominates the f i r s t  shifted peak. But , what is even more

s tr iking is that the gal l ium peak starts to broaden also at 5 X 10~ 1.

excited oxygen. At higher exposures , we can see that the initial

broadening at 5 x 1O~ 1. excited oxygen is due to a shif ted gal l ium

peak (i~E
5 

= 1.0 cv) which grows concurrently with the second shi f ted
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13
arsenic pcak. This simultaneous growth is very much l ike what was

seen for the oxidat ion of GaSb in Fi g .  8. We also see in these spectra

the 0—2 s at 24 eV and the 0—2 1) at 5 eV below the valence band maximum .

In Fig . 14 , we give examples of the ef fec ts  of very large

• doses of excited oxygen on the GaAs (110) surface . Th e  top two curves

are spectra for clean GaAs (110) and for the clean surface plus io
12 

102 •

The spectrum labeled “heavily oxidized ” was obtained by exposing the

surface , wh ich had prev iously been exposed to io
12 

102 1 to 5 x 1O~ 1.

excited oxygen with the ion gauge ru nn ing at 0.4 ma emission cu r ren t .

Notice tha t  the binding energies of the peaks In this spectrum are the

same as those of Fig . 13. There are two oxidation states of As , and

there is a shif ted gallium peak. The fourth spectrum of Fig . 14 la—

be].cd “very heavily oxid ized ” was obtained by exposing clean GaAs (110)

to 5 )( ~~~ L excited oxygen with the emission current of the ionization

F 
gauge set at 4.0 ma (giving a s ignif icant ly larger amount of excited

oxygen than in the previous case) .  In this case , we see no unshifted

gal l ium peak ; only the shifted one . There is no unshif ted arsenic peak ,

but there are two other peaks shif ted 0.4 and 3.2 eV with respect to the

unsh ifted peak (if it were present) .  Note the drast ic  decrease in emis-

sion from the arsenic derived levels . Notice also that the emission

from the O—2 p and 0—2s levels has gone down with respect to that in the

second and third spectra .

The significance of these observations will  be discussed in

the next section , where we will present a model for the oxidation of the

GaAs (110) surface from the chemisorption stage to the formation of bulk

oxides. In Tables I and II , we summarize the binding energies and chem-

ical shifts (for GaAs) discussed above.
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I I I .  DISCUSSION

A.  Introduct ion

Now that  we have described our experimental results , we will

f i r s t  iden tify  the chemical species that  appear on the surface when the

GaAs (and to a lesser extent  InP and GaSb) is exposed to oxygen , both

excited and unoxcitcd . Since this surface chemistry determines the

kinetics of the reaction , we will be able to comment on the differences

between the oxygen uptake curves for GaAs and GaSb sho~m in Figs . 6 and

11.

In the third part of th is  sect ion , we will use the photon en-

ergy dependence of the spectra to determine the relat ive escape depth

of GaAs foi 20 cV <hv < 240 eV. We will then be able to determine

the absolute escape depth by estimating the thickness of the chemisorbed

oxygen layer . With this information , we can set an upper l imit  on any

chemical sh i f t  between the surface and bulk atoms in GaAs . Final ly ,  we

will combine all the above information to give , for GaAs , a description

of what happens when the clean surface is f i r s t  exposed to molecular ,

unexcited oxygen and then fu l ly  oxidized by exposure to excited oxygen .

B. Interpretation of chemical Shifts

In this section , we will concentrate on t rying to determine

which oxidation states of the As and Ga give rise to the chemically

s h i f t e d  peaks that  are observed in the photoemission spectra .

Considerable information can be obtained from the chemical

shIft measurements by assuming that ligands of any given type each

q~~~~~,t  t h i ’  ~“rc levels of the centra l atom by the same amount.
23 

Thus ,

so
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the to ta l  s h i f t , ‘~
‘
~tot ’ is simpl y g iven as the sum of the i n d i v i d u a l

• ligaud s h i f t s , AE . , i . e . ,ligand

t~E = Y t~E .
-

• 
tot all ligand

ligand s

The magnitude of the ligand shifl~ may be ( feto l ’ t I I i f lCd by measuring the

b i n d i n g  eI~crgies of several compounds containing~ difforunt numbers of

- 
- those l igands.  In our case , this  is very useful  for the case of non—

stoichiometric oxides . For stoich iometric oxides , the obvious th ing

to do is to use the bulk oxides as s tandards.  Here , we will do both

• in order to determine the chemical species present on the surface  a f t e r

• initial chemisorption and fur ther  ox ida t ion .

In Table III , we present binding energy shif ts  for the Ga• and

As 3d levels in the compounds that will  be used as s tandards.  Those

values are taken from the literature and , rather than give absolute

binding energies , we choose instead to give the bind ing energy differ-

ences between the levels in the various compounds. This, in effect ,

avoids many of the problems in choosing an appropriate reference level

when comapring the results from several sources . Through the work of

Bahi. et al ,
35 we were able to determ ine the 3d level bind ing energy

shi f t s  for As205 and As
2
03 

with respect to As. We then calculated the

difference between the Ga and As 3d levels of As203, 6a203, GaAs , and

Ga by r e fe r r ing  to the work of I~~onhardt ot al .~~~~~ The Ga 203/Ga sh i f t

was found to agree with Sch~ n ’s measurements to within 0 .1 eV.
37 

By

this method , we obtained all of the binding energy differences listed

in Table I I I  except for those of GaAsO 4 
(gallium arsena te ) .  These
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b ind ing energies were measured for us by an independent laboratory (us-

ing a Hewlett—Packard 5950A ESCA spectrometer)
38 

and were referenced to

the Ga—3d level in Ga203 which was also measured . The GaAsO
4 

sample

outgassed cons iderably upon introduction into the vacuum system and

showed a marked arsenic deficiency. The Ga:As ratio is about 3:1 in

the GaAsO4 compared to 1:1 in GaAs , indicating that the outgassing was

probably due to sublimation of As 203 from the mater ia l .  We included

• this data in Table III , even though the original compound had probably

dissociated , because the core level shifts match those which we measured

for the Ash peak for oxidized GaAs (see Table II). To avoid confusion ,

we will refer to this compound as GaAsO4 
(dissociated).

The ligand shifts for the standard compounds may be calculated

from the chemical shif ts  given in Table I I I .  This is done in Table IV .

In the f irst  col~imn of Table IV , we list the compounds. In the second

column , we list the sh i f t s  of the As or Ga 3d levels in these compound s

with respect to their binding energy for the free element . A positive

chemica l shi f t  is defined as a sh i f t  to hi gher binding energy. Columns

4 and 5 give the number and type of ligand for the compound s in the

f i r s t  column . See Fig . 15~~ for an i l lustration of the molecules or

lattices that give rise to the entries in columns 4 and 5. The GaAs

structure is shown schematically in Fig . 15(a). Here , we show that each

gall ium (or arsenic) has four arsenic (or gallium ) l igands. In Fig .

15(b), we show the As40
6 
molecule which is the molecular arrangement

for As203. Here , we have three single oxygen single bond s per arsenic

atom . Ga203 
(not shown) is coordinated by six oxygens . In Fig. 15(c),

we show the As4010 
molecule which is the molecular form of As205 

here ,

we have three oxygen single bonds and one oxygen double bond per arsenic.
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Ideal GaAsO4 
has a quartz—like s t ructure with the silicon atoms

replaced by alternating Ga and As. This results in each gallium and ar-

senic hav ing four oxygen ligands as shown in Fig . 15(d) (the shifts for

idea l GaAsO
4 
are discussed below). In Table IV , we have listed the As

in GaAsO4 
(dossociated) as having four oxygen ligands while the Ga has

six . This was done because , as ment ioned above , the compound had decom-

posed , and we were probably looking at a mixture of Ga
2
0
3 

and As sur-

rounded by four oxygens. This point will become clearer when we use the

ligand shifts from column 3 to discuss the possible origins of the Ash

peak of Fig. 14.

The ligand shi f ts , tm,,  are the shifts due to the particu-

lar l igand j  and are obtained most simply by divid ing the total  s h i f t

(column 2) by the number of ligands (column 4) .  When there are two types

of ligand s in the compound in question , such as A205 which has three —O

and one =0 , we use another compound , As 203 in this case , to determine

one set of the shifts and then we solve for the second .

In the last two rows of Table IV , we have calculated , using

the experimentally determined shifts with Eq. (1), the sh i f t s  that we

would expect from ideal GaAsO4 , GaO2 ,  and As02 . All three of these

structures have an As or Ga with four —0 ligand s thus , the sh ifts  for

the As or Ga in each compound should be the same. We should note, in

comparing the ligand shifts of Table IV with those given in Table V of

reference 35, that the shifts quoted here are only 3-d shifts , whereas

those used by Bahl et al are the average of the shifts of all the core

levels . Thus, there will be a slight discrepancy if this point is not

realized .
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Now we are in a position to compare these chemical sh if t s  to

the chemical shif ts  observed in our measurements .

As mentioned in the previous discussion , when the GaAs (110)

surface is exposed to unexcited oxygen , only one shifted arsenic peak ,
t

AsI , is seen for all coverages . This implies that only a single site

is involved in the chevnisorption of unexcited oxygen . Thus, we must

conclude that the Ash peak , with a shift of 2.9 eV with respect to GaAs

(2.3 eV with respect to elemental As), is due to one oxygen atom or mol—

ecule bonded to a surface arsenic atom . The shift of the AsI peak is

much larger than either the shift due to a single As—0 bond (AE8 
= 0.87

eV with respect -to GaAs ) or of an oxygen—arsenic double bond 
~~~B 

1.7

eV with respect to GaAs). In fact, the experimentally determined shift

of 2.9 eV is closer to the shift expected from three oxygens singly

bonded to each surface arsenic atom , necessitating the break ing of back

bonds. However , this latter situation implies that three, not one, chem-

ically shifted As 3—d peaks 
~~~~ 

with respect to GaAs —0.87, —2.04,

and —3.06 eV) should be observed correspond ing to the three possible

oxidation states which the surface arsenic atoms would then have. We

would expect to see the —0.87 and —2.04 eV peaks for low and intermediate

coverages and the —3.06 eV peak almost exclusively for the high coverages .

This is clearly not what we observe experimentally. Therefore , we must

conclude that the AsI peak is due to a single arsenic oxygen bond that

gives a bind ing energy shift three times larger than what is expected

from an As— O bond in an arsenic oxide . In the case of As203 , the oxygens

are more electronegative than the arsenic , so there is an equal transfer

of charge away from the arsenic along each ligand . In the case of oxygen

chemisorbed to the GaAs surface , the gallium back bonds transfer charge
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to the arsenic so the oxygen i~ the only ligand in which there is charge

transfer  away from the arsenic . That is , the single oxygen ligand does

not have any competition for the charge on the arsenic . Consequently,

the oxygen ligand in this case could give a much larger sh if t  than woul d
t

be predicted by a simple ligand shift analysis where the different d ee-

tronegativ ities of the various ligands have not been taken into account .

These same arguments, now used to estimate the shift of the Ga—3d due to

a chemisorbed oxygen , would imply that the shift should be less than 0.33

-

• 
eV (the ligand shift due to a single oxygen ligand in Ga2

0
3
). Conse-

quently, we would not expect to see a distinct chemically shifted peak

for the case of oxygen chemisorption on the surface gallium atoms. We

would , however , expect to see an asymmetric broadening of the Ga—3d lev-

el. For exposures below 10
10 

1
~
O2~ 

the Ga 3—d broadens symmetrically by

±0.12 eV and the shift to higher binding energy is less than 0.03 eV.

If oxygen did attach itself to the surface gallium atoms , there would be

little charge transfer and the resulting bond would be weak. We can also

exclude the possibility of bonding oxygen to the surface gallium atoms

by breaking back bonds , because in this situation we should definitely

see an asymmetric broadening of the Ga 3—d level along with intermediate

oxidation states of the arsenic atoms , neither of which is observ~d ex-

perimentally.

The Ash peak, also labeled “As205 or As02,
” in the “heavily

oxid ized” curve of Fig. 14 is shifted 4.6 eV with respect to the arsenic

in GaAs (or 4.0 eV with respect to elemental As). This value is brack-

• eted by the experimentally determined value of 4.9 eV (4.3 eV with re—

spect to elemental As) for As205 
and the calculated value of 4.1 eV (3.5

eV with respect to elemental As)  for As02 . The average of these two
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s h i f t s  gives 4.5 eV (3.9 eV with respect to elemental As) , very close to

the value measured in this work . This seemingly fortuitous result may

be interpreted as follows. There are three single bonds and one double

bond in As 205, whereas As02 contains four single bonds. The fact that

the shift we measure lies between these two shifts is significant be—

cause, first, it indicates there are four oxygens bound to the As and ,

secondly, these bonds must have some double bond character . We should

note at this point that the same arguments could be applied to what we

see in the experimental shifts for GaAsO
4 
(dossociated),

38 
since the

shifts are identical to those for the AsIh and Gal peaks (compare Tables

II and III). There are , however , no peaks in the spectra corresponding

to the ideal GaAsO
4 
structure of Fig. 15(d).

As mentioned above, with reference to Fig. 13, the gallium

peak starts to shift as soon as the Ash peak appears . The magnitude

of the gallium shift is 1 eV which corresponds to Ga2
0
3 

(compare Tables

II and III). The fact that we start forming oxides of Ga and As at the

same time clearly indicates that back bonds are being broken and true

oxidation of the surface is occurring . We should note again that we do

not observe any intermediate oxidation states for the gallium .

In the “very heavily oxidized ” spectrum of Fig. 14, the gallium

peak , Gal , is still shifted by 1 eV, indicating the presence of bulk

Ga203
. But, now , the peak labeled As1II is shifted 0.4 eV with respect

to the unshifted arsenic peak , Ga (A s) .  The sh i f t  we expect between free

arsenic and arsenic in GaAs is 0.6 eV. Thus , this peak could be due to
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fi-co As or, equally likely, arsenic bound to only one gallium atom (si- c

the —Ga ligand shifts in Table IV for Ga(As)). The latter case would

g ive a shift of about 0.4 eV. Therefore , it is plausible that this peak

is due to either free arsenic or arsenic bound to at most one gallium

atom . The second arsenic peak in this spectrum , labeled AsIV , is shifted

2.6 eV with respect to the As in GaAs . This is exactly the same as the

shift observed for bulk As
2
0
3 (Table III).

In the above discussion , we have identified the chemica l spe-

c~es present on the GaAs (110) surfa ce during the initial chemisorption

• stages as well as when we go well into the formation of bulk oxides . We

will now turn our attention to haP and GaSb . As mentioned above , I n P

behaves exactly like GaAs in th~ chcmlsorption stage . As in the case

for the AsI  peak , the chemica l s h i f t  in the P—2p (“~E~ = 4 .4 cv)  is much

larger than one would expect by simply adding an — o or = 0  group.  The

sh i f t s  in these two cases are 0.24 and 1.58 oV , respectively.
40 

This

larger sh i f t  is again probably duo to inc~~ ased charge transfer from the

phosphorous to the oxygen because of the low eloctronogatlvity of the

surrounding ind ium atoms . Thus , the same arguments used above for GoA~

may be used here.

The case of GaSb (110) is much simpler than that of ImP or ~~~~~

Both the Ga a nd Sb peaks shift simultaneously. Therefore , bonds u i .  b v i i i ~

broken in order to allow charge transfer from both the gallium and a n t i m -

ony atoms , resulting in the s imultaneou s ft rmat ion  of both gallium and

antimony oxides .
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C. Determination of the Escape Depth

The relative escape depth for electrons with kinetic energies

between 20 and 200 eV may be determined from our experimenta l results

quite simply and elegantly by merely plotting the ratio of the areas

under the shifted and unshifted arsenic peaks, As/Ash , as a function of

photon energy. This curve is given in Fig . 16. The horizontal scale

gives the kinetic energies of the electrons in the crystal. The photon

energies that were used for each point are obtained by adding 40 eV (the

approx imate As-3d binding energy) to the given kinetic energies. The

right -most vertical scale gives the actual ratio of the areas of the

unsh ifted to shifted As-3d peaks as measured from the spectra of GaAs

(110) + for various photon energies . The minimum in the es-

cape depth c~1rvo occurs around 60 eV kinetic energy (by = 100 eV). The

error b ar - . associated with the points are due to the uncertainties in

mea ’.ur ing the areas under the peaks .

One assumption tha t allows us to calculate the absolute escape

dep th is that there is one oxygen molecule (or atom , for this discuss ion

the nature of the adsorbed species is irrelevant ) per surface arsenic

atom by an exposure of io
12 
w2. It seems adequately clear that satura-

t ion is reached at 1O~~ LO~~
, but we have yet done no measurements to de-

termine the actual oxygen coverage at this exposure . However , f rom the

oxidat ion data of Fig . 5, it does seem to be a reasonable assumption .

The major source of error is introduced into the calculation when we try

to fix the absolute value of the escape depth . This entails estimating

the thickness of the topmost GaAs plus chemisorbed oxygen layer . This

one thickness will then allow us to give an absolute value to the ‘~~~ape

depth .
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Consider the s i tua t ion  depicted in i’i~ - 17 where ye a~~ruI :1’.. :i

system coil posod of two u n i f o r m  layers , surface and bulk. Here , we n o— 
- 

-

glect the fact that  the surface layer is only one molecular layer and

thus not uni form . But , in the spiri t  of the calculation, this  a ssump—

tion will not introduce an unreasonable amount of error . The f rac t ion

of electrons that are excited from a small volume element in the surfa ce

layer and then emitted into the vacuum is given by

dN = ndx e , 0 < x < x
S — — 1

where ndx is the number of electrons excited in the surface layer ,

is the escape length in the surface layer , and x is the (I eI) th  into the

sample . The excited electron density a will be assumed to be constant

through the material. Upon integration , this gives

~-x1 -x1/?~1 / -x1A1N n I e dx = n? f 1 - e
S

where x
1 

is the thickness of the surface layer . For this calculation

to be val id , th e attenuation length for the exciting rad iation must be

much larger than the electron escape depth , which definitely is the case

hero . Similarly, tho fraction emi t t ed  into the vacuum from the bu lk  is

/ -x’/)
2\ 

-x
1/X1dN 8 = ~idx e 

)  
e 0 < x ’ <

whore is the escape depth in the bulk , x ’ is the variable of in—

tegra t ion , and the a t tenu at ion by the surface layer has been explicitly
-x1Pt1taken into account by e • For simplicity, we will assume =

L (E ) .  Upon integration ,
89 
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—x
1

/L (E)
N
B
= nL(E) e

Assuming , as we did in or ig inal ly  making Fig . 16 , tha t  the num ber of

• emitted electrons is proportional to the area under the appropriate peak

in the photoemissiozi spectrum , we may write

As NB 1
AsI — 

N 
— 

x1/L(E)e - 1
or

- 

L(E)=— 
x
1 

—1 (2)
£n (As/AsI) - + 1

Using tabulated values for the radii  of arsenic and oxygen , we let x
1 

=

4 ± 1.5 A 41 
This , with Eq. (2) , gives the L(E)  scale on the lef t—

hand side of Fig . 16. The second scale on the righ t of Fig . 16 g iving

the molecular layers is obtained by divid ing the nomina l escape depth by

the distance between the (110 ) planes which is approximately 4 A. At

the min imum , the escape depth is 5. 8 ± 1.5 A or approximately 1.5 niolec—

ular layers , substantiating our claims of a very large surface sensitiv-

i ty .  With th is  value for the escape depth , simple calculat ions show

that  a spectra l fea ture  from the bulk can no longer be seen if it is

more than l i ve  molecular layers from the surface ( th is  assumes a de-

t ec t ab i l i t y  l imi t  of about 2% for well separated peaks ; if the peaks

are close together , we must assume a higher de tec tabi l i ty  l i m i t) .

- 42D. Surface chemical Sh i f t

During the course of th is work , we have studied the Ga—3d

levols from the clean GaAs (110) surface over a wide range of photon
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energies (35 eV < hv < 240 eV) .  This photon energy range enables us to

probe between approximately 1.5 and 3 molecular layers , giving , f irst , - -

primarily surface and , second , more bulk contributions to the spectra .

If an appreciable chemical shift in the core levels between the atoms

on the surface and in the bulk were present, it would def in i te ly  show

up as a change In the fu l l  width at half maximum of the Ga—3d levels

when a photon energy cor±esponding to a different escape depth was used .

The fact is that we see no °~.ch effect to better than ±0.1 eV. In v iew

of the surface state model of Fig . 2 , these results indicate that there

must be enough redistribution of charge along the back bonds, possibly

involving several molecular layers , to keep the total charge densities

around the surface atoms the same as in the bulk . This charge redistri-

bution may, in fact , be one of the reasons for the smearing of the spin

orbit splitting of the Ga and As 3—d levels .

The lack of chemical shift between the surface and bulk atoms

also implies that the ligand shifts due to each back bond , i.e., the

bonds connecting the surface layer to the rest of the crystal, will be

4/3 larger than the shifts due to the bonds in the bulk. The reason for

this is, of course, that the same shift is due to three bonds for the

atoms at the surface compared to four in the bulk. This again fits in

well with the surface state model of Fig. 2 since the arsenic atoms at

the surface must have more charge and the gallium atoms less than the

corresponding atoms in the bulk.

E. Adsorption Kinetics *

The difference in the adsorption kinetics between GaAs and GaSb

is most clearly seen by comparing the oxygen uptake curves of Figs. 6 and
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11. We can immediately make two observations . First , the shapes of

these t~o curves for oxygen coverage versus exposure are rather differ—

ent and , secondly, the GaSb adsorbs oxygen more readily than the GaAs .

The second observation can be understood by considering the ionicities

of Ga , As , and Sb. There is a larger electronegativity difference be-

tween Ga and As than between Ga and Sb. This would imply that the GaAs

bond is stronger than that of GaSb , giving a surface that is more resis-

tant to chemisorption of oxygen . In view of this argument , we would

expect that InP would behave like GaAs since the electronegativity dif-

ference between In and P is also large. This is indeed the case, as was

shown above in Fig . 12. The dependence of oxygen uptake with electro—

negativi ty difference that we see here agrees with the work of Mark and

Creighton43 
in which they observe a decrease in oxygen uptake with in-

creasing bond ing ionicity.

We will defer a detailed analysis of the adsorpt ion kinet ics

for GaAs and GaSb unt i l  a future publication,
44 at wh ich t ime we will

have more detailed information on the coverage as a function of exposure .

However , as mentioned above , the difference in shape between the two

curves in Figs . 6 anc~ 11 is striking and deserves some attention drawn

to it. This difference in shape seems to be very closely tied to the

fact that oxygen chemisorbs to the GaAs surface, leaving it intact ,

while , for GaSb , the oxygen actually breaks back bonds and forms oxides .

Thus , for GaAs , we expect saturation at half monolayer coverage with the

rate of oxygen uptake being a function of the coverage . For GaSb , on

the other hand , the coverage does not stop at half monolayer , as seen

by the vertical scale of Fig. 11 (this scale was determined by compir ing

the oxygen coverages on the GaAs and GaSb spectra from the 02p intensity
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and assuming half monolayer coverage at saturation for GaAs). In fact ,

the oxygen uptake for GaSb should be controlled mainly by diffusion of

oxygen through the oxide layer to the unoxidized substrate. These pos-

sibilities will  be explored in detail after we perform additional exper-

iments on the oxygen coverage as a function of exposure .

Discussion of the behavior of the sticking coefficient, which

can be obtained from the curves of coverage versus expo sure ,’5’45 ’
46

will also be deferred . However , at zero coverage , the approximate stick-

ing coefficient is 2 X ,~~
4 
for the GaSb surface and 8 X 10~~~ for the

GaAs surface . The measured sticking coefficient for GaAs is about five

orders of magnitude smaller than what is reported in the literature for

the cleaved GaAs (110) surface.
15 

The larger sticking probability

ported in the literature could possibly be due to the fact that the pre-

cautions exercised
15 

to avoid effects of excited oxygen2° were not suf-

ficient or that the surfaces used were not perfect enough .’2’
24 

Fur-

thermore , in the other studies , saturation is seen at io
6 i.o whereas

at this exposure we see less than 10% of saturation coverage (see Fig.

6).

F. Model for Oxidation of GaAs (110)

The sequence of events leading to the formation of a thick

oxide layer on GaAs may be summarized as follows : (1) the (excited or

unexcited) oxygen is first chemisorbed on the surface As atoms with no

breaking of back bonds ; (2) addition of excited oxygen leads to the

breaking of bonds between the first and second layers in tha crystal

and the formation of less than two layers of As 205/As02 and Ga203 ; (3)

further exposure to oxygen (excited) causes the oxidation to proceed
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fu r the r  into the bulk , al lowing the newly formed arsenic  oxides to sub-

lime and leave an oxide layer main ly  composed of Ga 203 
with small  amounts

of bulk As 203 and free As.  I~ the discussion that  follows , we will  elab-

orate on these points .

The chemisorption step , ~hich Is identical for both excited and

unexc ited oxygen , seems to be a necessary precursor to the breaking of

back bonds. In order to break the Ga-As back bonds, we not only need

excited oxygen , but also the presence of an oxygen chemisorbed to the

arsenic dangling bond . Therefore , the energy carried to the surface by

the excited oxygen must be coupled to the strain energy due to the pre-

viously chemisorbed oxygen . In fact , if a saturat ion coverage of oxygen

Is preadsorbed on the surface and then that surface is exposed to exc ited

oxygen , two layers of GaAs can be oxidized by an exposure 20 times less

than was necessary to gradually oxidize only the top layer (compare the

top curve of Fig . 13 with the “heavily oxidized curve” of Fig. 14).

The initial oxidation results in the formation of the most

oxygen rich oxide of arsenic , sat is fying all four of the possible arsen ic

bonds . This oxide rather than As2
0
3 

is formed because the part of the

substrate being oxidized is in direct contact with the gaseous oxygen

present in the chamber during exposure and enough oxygen is present to

fully oxidize both the surface arsenic and gallium atoms . If the surface

is oxid ized even further, the substrate peaks are no longer v isible , in-

d icating that more than three or four molecular layers of oxide have been

formed . This step in the oxidation is then the start of true oxide for-

mation in ~hich there is no longer a direct bonding between the GaAs lat-

tice and most of the oxide and interface layer . In such a situation , as

soon as a gallium or arsenic atom has broken its bonds to the underlying
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lat t i c e  due to o x ida t i o n  of a neighboring si te , it is no longer con-

strained to follow the chemistry of the GaAs surface . Instead , the

gallium and arsenic atoms are now free to follow their elemental chem—

istries . In the case of gallium and arsenic , the formation of Ga203 
is

favored over arsenic oxide formation , as seen by comparing their respec-

tive heats of form ation .
47 

Consequently, elemental gallium is oxidized

more read ily than elemental arsenic. Since there is now a layer of ox-

ide through which the oxygen must diffuse in order to reach the substrate

crystal , the amount of oxygen available for oxidation is limited and ,

consequently, the gallium will be oxidized first and then the arsenic .

This is indeed the case, as seen by the fact that the thick oxide con-

tains elemental arsenic as well as bulk As
203

. No elemental Ga is seen

in the spectrum for “very heavily oxidized” surface , indicating that the

Ga may even be able to reduce As203 to elemental As. This could explain

the presence of elemental As and no elemental Ga in the thick oxide. No

As205
/As0

2 
is present because oxygen is now scarce and the formation of

V 
the lower oxide of arsenic is more favorable . If the substrate were

heated , resulting in a greater oxygen mobility through the oxide and ,

thus , a greater oxygen concentration at the interface , the situat ion

would be much like that for the “heavily oxidized” spectrum , so As205/

As0
2 
should then be present in the oxide layer .

Finally, there is very little arsenic (elemental or oxide)

present in the thick oxide , indicating that the volatile As2
0
3 
does sub-

lime from the surface leaving an oxide rich in Ga203 
with small amounts

of As
2
0
3 

and elemental arsenic.
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Caut  i ai should be cxor~ i sod in t r y i n g  to general i/-u L h o V ;u ]
V ( .

stil ts  to the polar faces or even (1 1 0 )  fa ces prepared by d i f f e r e n t  tc~~h _

12
niques . For example , the work of Ranke and Jacobi on the polar faces

• prepared ei ther  by ion bombardment and annea l i ng  or molecular  beam ep i—

taxy suggests that  oxygen s t icks to the surface ga l l i um atoms . However ,

the sticking coeff ic ients  reported in those stud ies were s i g n i f i c a n t l y

V higher than those for the cleaved (110) surface . These larger s t i ck ing

coeff ic ients  were attributed to the presence of Ga atoms on the polar

12
surface with unsaturated bonds • From our results on the oxidation of

GaAs (110) with excited oxygen , we saw tha t  as soon as a Ga—As bond is

broken , i.e., as soon as an unsaturated Ga bond is created , the Ga atom

immediately becomes oxidized . Thus , If the polar surfaces stud ied by

Ranke and Jacobi do indeed have unsaturated Ga bonds , it is not at all

surprising that oxygen bonds preferentially to the Ga atoms . In fact ,

it would be entirely consistent with the results of our work . Therefore ,

it seems clear that the chemisorption properties of the various faces

are very dependent on the in tegr i ty  of the surface which is a func t ion

of both the fundamenta l  properties of the particular face as well as the

surface preparat ion technique . The resistance to oxidat ion  exhibi ted  b y

thu clrave(l  G:~As (110) surfaces  compared to the other surfaces or (110)

sur faces  prepa red by techniques other than cleavage Implies  tha t  the

cleaved sur faces  arc more intact , i.e .,  a l l  t h e  surface atoms have

sa t t t i a  Lcd h,on(IS , s ince  the res i s tance  to O~~~ ]V ( k L  L io n is ch a r ac t e r i s t i c  of

a low d c m m : ; i . t y  of uxu• :atur a ted  hond a
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IV.  SUMMARY

In the preceding discussions , we have shov.n that , when the cleaved

(110) surface of GaAs is exposed to molecular, unexcited oxygen , only

chemisorption to the surface arsenic atoms takes place . Oxygen either

does not bind or is very loosely bound to the surface gallium atoms . No

back bonds are broken even for very large exposures. Bulk oxide formna —

tion can be induced by exciting the oxygen . Initially, the chemi s t ry

of adsorption with excited oxygen is the same , though 500 times faster ,

as for the unexc ited oxygen , i.e., only chemisorption taking place . How-

ever , after an appreciable fraction of a monolayer is on the surface

5
(..40 L excited 0

2
), further exposure causes the surface to truly oxi—

d ize , forming both arsenic and gallium oxides . Upon further doses of

exc ited oxygen , a small amount of free arsenic is seen along with the

gallium oxide and a diminished amount of arsenic oxide . This indicates

that , with the formation of thicker oxides , the gallium and arsenic re—

vert to their elemental chemistries in which the gallium will oxidize

more read ily than arsenic and that the arsenic oxide , because of its

volatility, sublimes from the surface , leaving behind a film consisting

ma inly of gallium oxide .

We have also studied the oxidation of InP (110) and GaSb (110).

Consistent with electronegativity arguments , the InP behaves like the

GaAs , whereas the GaSb behaves quite differently. In GaSb , oxidation

takes place even with exposure to only unexcited oxygen , without the

intermediate chemisorption step characteristic of the GaAs and InP. The

rates of oxygen uptake for GaAs and C-aSb were compaeed and found to be

quite different.
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The escape depth of GaAs was measured for electron kinetic energies

between 20 and 200 eV. At the minimum , which is at 60 eV electron ki—

H netic energy (hv = 100 eV), the escape depth was found to be 5.8±1 .5 A.

Even with this high surface sensitivity, no appreciable chemical shift

between the surface and bulk could be detected .

Thus, by using this very surface sensitive photoemission technique ,

we have been able to s tudy,  inobtrusively, the chemistry at the surface

of several 111—V semiconductors from the chemisorption stage right up

to the formation of thick oxide films .
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Table I

EXPERI ME NTA L BINDING ENERGIES REFERENCED

TO T~iE VALENCE BAND MAXIMUM. The experi-

mental accuracy is est imated to be ~0.05

eV with the largest uncertainty being in

the determination of the valence band

maximum . See text for discussion on dIf-

ficulties in determining the bind ing en—

ergies with respect to the Fermi level.

Compound Level E
13 

(eV)

GaAs Ga 3d 19.0

As 3d 40.8

GaSb Ga 3d 19.4

Sb 4d 5/2 32.1

Sb 4d 3/2 33.2

laP In 4d 17.7

p 2p 128.4
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Table II

EXPERIMENTAL BINDING ENERGY DIFF’ERENCES (eV) , FR0~1 THIS WOHK ,

4 BETWEEN THE SHIFTED AND UN SILIFFED Ga AND As 3d LEVE LS FOR THE

CLEAN AND OXIDIZED GaAs (110) SURFACE . The entries were

obtained by subtracting the bind ing energies of the levels

in the top row from those in the left most column .

(eV) A sI I I  As h AsI Ga (As) Gal (Ga )A s

ASIV
a 

2.8 ~~~~~ 0.3 3.2 24.0 25.0

AsIII —4.2 —2.5 0.4 21 .2 20.2

Ash 1.7 4.6 25.4 26.4

A5 I 2 .9  23.7 24.7

Ga (As )
b 20 . 8 21.8

Gal 1.0

(a)  The des ignations AsI , Ash , etc. refer to the labeling of Fig.

14.

(b) Ga (As) refers to As in GaAs ; s imi la r ly ,  (Ga)As refers to Ga

in GaAs .

(c) The negative shift means that AsII has a larger binding ener-

gy than AsIV .
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Table IV

EXF’EUJMI-;N’[’A L LIGAND SIFIVFS OF THE Ga AND As 3d LEVELS FOR

‘nh: cOM POUNDS WHOSE SHIFTS WERE GIVEN IN TABLE I I I

Compound 
~~ e 

(eV)
a (eV) b n~ Ligand

Ga (As )Ø
d 

4 .0  1.0 4 ~~~~~
(d issociated )

As
2
0
5 

4.3 0.87 3 — 0

1.7 1 = 0

As
2
0
3 

2.6 0.87 3 — 0

Ga(As) —0.6 —0.15 4 — Ga

Ga
2
0
3 

2.0 0.33 6 — 0

(Ga )As0
4
4 

2.0 0.33 6 — o
(dissociated )

(Ga)As 1.1 0. 28 4 — As

Ga (As)O
4~ 3.5 0.87 4 — 0

(ideal )

or As0
2

(Ga)AsO 4~ 1.3 0.33 4 — 0

( ideal)

or GaO
2

(a) L~IE is the binding energy shift with respect to the free element.

(b ) L’sE . is the ligand shift referenc to the free element where
L~E = n .~~E .,  summed over all j .
e j j

(c) n . is the number of ligands of the given kind .
(d) This compound decomposed in the spectrometer , so it is a mixture

of As with four oxygen ligands and Ga
2
0
3 
(see text for details).

(e) These ligands are assumed to be single bonds with some double bond
character (see text); thus , this ligand shift is larger than the

ligand sh i f t  for a single As—oxygen bond .

( f )  Note these are not experimentally determined s h i f t s ; these s h i f t s

are calculated for the ideal structures us ing the ligand shift s

given in the rest of the table .
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FIGURE CAPT IONS

Fi g .  1 . Schematic of the GaAs l a t t i ce  termina tech on t h e  idC~i 1 (110)

(111), and (iii) surfaces . The view is along the (110) direc-

tion .

Fig. 2. The reconstructed (110) surface with an energy level  d i a g r a m

showing the location of the fi l led (As—derived ) and empty (Ga-

derived) surface states .

Fig . 3. Electron energy distribution curve for cleaved GaAs (110) tak-

en at a photon energy of 240 eV showing the core levels and

many—electron lines that are accessible in these stud ies .

Fig . 4. Diagram of the photoemission spectrometer showing the electron

energy ana lyzer , sample carousel , Au evaporator , light port ,

and sample cleaver . The anvil support bars on the cleaver ,

wh ich are fastened to the stationary part of the linear motion

feed through , have been cut away to show the wedge—shaped , tung-

sten—carbide blade.

Fig . 5. EDC’s of clean and oxygen exposed n—type GaAs (110) at hv =

100 eV. The exposure of 1 x ~o12 
10
2 

(1 L io
_6 

torr-sec)

was made on sample LD1 while the smaller exposures were all on
V 

sample LD3.

Fig . 6. The relative oxygen uptake of the GaAs (110) surface as a func-

tion of exposure determined from the area under the shifted As—

3d levels (t~). The area of the unshifted As—3d levels (V) is

also plotted . The scale on the right assumes saturation is

reached at 101 1,0
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Fig . 7.  The valence band of clean n—type GaAs (110) and t i le same sur-

face exposed to the indicated exposures . These curves are

blow-ups of the valence band region of Fig . 5.

Fig.  8 . EDC ’s of clean and oxygen exposed n-type GaSb (110) at hv  =

100 eV. Notice that both the Ga and Sb shift simultaneously

with increasing oxygen exposure .

Fig.  9. EDC ’s of GaSb exposed to 5 )( io8 102 for three photon energies

showing the variation in the cross—section of the Sb—4d levels

versus photon energy.

Fig . 10. a) Comparison of clean GaSb (110) and GaSb (110) + 2X10
tO 

~~~~

b) Compar ison of clean GaAs (110) and GaAs (110) + io
l2 

L02.

Fig . 11- The relative oxygen uptake of the GaSb (110) surface as a

funct ion of exposure , determined from the area under the O—2 p

level . The vertical scale is obtained by comparing the areas

under the O—2p in the spectra of Fig . 8 to the areas under the

O—2p in Fig . 5 for GaAs .

Fig . 12. EDC’s of clean and oxygen exposed p—type InP (110). The In—4d

level was measured at hv = 80 eV and the P—2p at hv = 160 eV.

Fig. 13. EDC’s of clean p—type GaAs (110) and the clean surface exposed

to excited oxygen at hv = 100 eV.

Fig. 14. EDC ’s of n—type GaAs (110), 101, for the clean surface , the

clean surface + 10
12 

102, the previous surface + ~ X 10~ L

excited oxygen with a 0.4 ma ion gauge emission current (“HEAV-

ILY OXIDIZED ”), and the clean surface exposed to 5 x 10~ L ex-

cited oxygen with 4.0 ma ion gauge emission current (“VERY

HEAV I LY OXIDIZED ”).
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Fig . 15. Bonding schemes for the As and Ga com pounds in Tab le  IV:

(a ) GaA s l a t t ice ;  (b ) As
4
0
6 

molecule ; (c) As4
0
10 

mol ecu l e ;

(d) GaAsO
4 

lattice (see text).

Fig. 16. Plot of the ratio of the unshifted to shifted As—3d levels

as a function of electron kinetic energy for the GaAs (110)

surface + io
12 

102 
(right—most scale). The other two scales

give the escape depth in Angstroms and molecular layers (see

text).

Fig. 17. Model of GaAs (110) surface plus saturation coverage of chem—

isorbed oxygen . N
~ 

(N
B

) is the number of electrons emi tted

into the vacuum from the surface (bulk).
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